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NEW! SportsCaster SimnlifiPs RAMOPS! 
For Radio or Video...it's the "missing link" that ties everything together. 
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SPORTSCASTER'S OUTPUTS: FIELD REPORTER CAMERA OPERATOR BROADCAST/WEB 
(Headphones) (Headphones) 

is an integrated system with everything in one place! 
Used with Henry's Sports Pods, SportsCaster provides these functions... 

• Talent mic audio mixing 
• Talent headphone audio distribution 
• Intercom between all announcers 
• Talkback/Intercom facility for Producer 
• Intercom between Producer and Talent 
• Producer headphone audio mixing 
• Field Reporter & Camera Ops headphone mixing 
• Field Reporter Headphone output 
• Intercom between Producer and Field reporter 
• Party- line Intercom between Producer/Talent/Field reporter 
• Camera Operators Headphones Output 
• Talkback from Producer to Camera Operators 
• Inputs for crowd mic, PA announcer, etc. 
• Cue bus to audition auxiliary sources 
• Main Program output to air or streaming 

SportsCaster is the "missing link" that integrates all your audio and eliminates a carload of extra gear! 

Call any Henry Engineering dealer, or visit www.henryeng.com. Tel: 562-493-3589 
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Accuracy, Peace of Mind and Reliability 

These are at Least Three Reasons Why the DPS-100D Series Power Meter has 

Become the Choice of Broadcasters Worldwide 
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Broadcast Devices, Inc 
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No other power meter on the market meets the stringent and changing requirements like BD! 's DPS-100D Series True RMS Power Meters. FM 

broadcasters, television broadcasters and now AM all digital broadcasters can take advantage of the DPS-100D Series feature set including 40 

dB dynamic range, measurement of analog FM and IBOC simultaneously, measurement of mu!tiple carriers simultaneously for master antenna 

applications and much more. With BDI's exclasive 3-Strike'm VSWR protection algorithm eour system is protected from damage. The DPS-100D 

interfaces directly to our SWP-200 series motorized switch controllers, SWP-300 remote controls and our SWP-206 master antenna monitor sys-

tem. Email alerts, SNMP IP interface and a host of other features make the DPS-1000 series unmatched in flexibility and ease of use. 

bd i ... Serving the Broadcast Industry for 35 years 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 www.broadcast-devices.com bdi 
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YOU DIDN'T KNOW 
ABOUT SERIES 

NEW future-ready embedded compute 
engine with 10X more processing power 

NEW efficient power supplies for reduced 
cost of ownership 

Cool operation for long life & reliability 

Field- serviceable RF power modules 

More power FETS for more power 
headroom 

Full cabinet design for easy service 

Positive pressure airflow for better 
heat transfer 

Cold start to full power in seconds 

ON-Air fan replacement 

Outstanding reliability based on 
2,000+ installs 

HD Spectrum/Efficiency Optimizer for 
pristine signal quality & high efficiency 

Contact your Nautel Rep today 

877-628-8350 or nautel.com/GV 
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Cover Story 

Broadcasters in the Post-Pandemic World 

by Alex Hartman — Customer Service Representative, Nautel 

In late 2019, nobody had any idea that the world was 
about to change drastically, from the grocery store to inter-
national travel, to even doing a regular air shift on the radio 
or a newscast from your kitchen table. In the past 18 months 
the broadcaster's job got drastically harder to accomplish, 
from news gathering in the field, to even putting music into 
the automation system the way we have been doing it for 
decades prior. The engineering and IT staff, quite literally 
overnight, had to come up with solutions to allow the 
broadcast facility to function with a skeleton crew to zero 
staffing inside the facility. Who knew that the cleanest place 
to be soon became the transmitter site because only the 
engineering staff goes there? 

The "new normal" was Dis doing their thing from a 
spare bedroom, kitchen table, family room, etc., and nobody 
knew for how long this was going to happen. We have spent 
a lot of time, money, and energy securing our facilities from 
doing exactly what we now needed to do: let the outside 
world into our very sensitive computer systems. Now the 
engineering staff and IT staff had to work together to 
accomplish what seemed impossible — let the people do their 
jobs, without compromising security, get audio from that 
kitchen table into the automation system or even live shows 
from that same kitchen table, by any means necessary, again, 
all without compromising the security that we have strived 
to build up. 

Talk about the bumpy ride! A lot of stations already had 
some kind of remote equipment, but most had only a few 
codecs or IP links sized for people inside the building, not 
outside coming in. IT staff quickly figured out how to get 
VPN services running if they didn't have it before, setting up 
"crash boxes" to be left on front steps of peoples' houses so 
they could remotely do their thing with minimal direction 
and interaction with station technical staff. More codecs 
were added, Internet pipes upgraded, VPN systems de-
ployed, remote portals, zoom meetings, Teams meetings... 
After 18 months, we finally seem to have a stride going! It 
worked! We had overcome one of the biggest global disaster 
recovery goals never thought about! We always think about 
how to recover data in a Ransomware situation, a fire, a 
flood, but nobody had "global pandemic" on their bingo 
card for disaster recovery... but we all do now! 

So now that we have achieved this seemingly impossible 
goal, now what? Where do we go from here? A lot of station 

owners and management are asking, "do we still even need 
the studios and offices?" I can't answer that one here, but the 
technical staff has, in short order, proven we can do this 
remotely if we must. But what did come out of this was a lot 
of workflow improvements in the facility. AolP started 
proving how nimble it is compared to an analog facility; IP 

radios and their reliability were tested daily; public Internet 
connections were pushed to the limits. We all got to learn 
new IT policies very quickly and it really forced the broad-
cast industry to get current in the computer world. AWS, 
Zoom, Teams, etc. all became very integral, and even today 
where we can go back to the office in most parts of the 
country or world, we still opt for these platforms versus an 
in-person meeting. 

And ... what about that transmitter site? A lot of the 
deferred maintenance prior to 2020 got even more de-
ferred, and in some cases proved to be a little too overly 
deferred — the transmitter stopped asking for things and 
started demanding things — in a down revenue situation for 

the station. Everything from entirely new transmitters, to 
maybe a few new fans, HVAC systems, and multiple 
discrete STL paths, regardless of where the "S" was, 
needed to be addressed. The transmitter site had to get as 
nimble as the studios, because while it wasn't too difficult 
to put a codec on the air, moving the transmitter is right out 
the window. In some cases, we had to allow direct connec-
tions into the air chain from station staff from multiple 
locations; the transmitter site became the switch block in 
some cases and the studio itself was just closed. With 
multiple links at the site now, what do we do with those? 
It's always nice to have backups that we all argued we 
needed — now we have them — but maintenance at the 
transmitter just got a few more chores added to its already 
long list of things to maintain. 

In the middle of all the insanity, Mother Nature remained 
relentless, and now we can't do what we do best: come 
together in a time of need. Stations mostly were prepared for 
the latest rounds of hurricanes, floods, and fires because of 
these newfound backups we all had to endure over the past 
18 months. Backup transmitters that the southern U.S. had 
on hand to get something going at a moments notice, extra 
codecs to get the news on the air to help those in need, 
backups of our data to pick up the pieces and get back on the 
air as quickly and safely as possible and cut days off that 
process with these new processes and workflows ... they just 
keep proving themselves over and over again, don't they? 

Through all this, The Dis rather started enjoying work-
ing from that spare bedroom, and questions quickly rose of 
"return to office" dates that management really wants, but 
staff has gotten accustomed to working from home and want 
to keep doing it. Luckily, we work in an industry where we 
can have that option should management allow it; it's not off 
the table, so to speak. But what if the management or 
ownership does decide that we all must return to the office 
at the end? Well, we certainly can, but what do we do with 
our new infrastructure that proved itself invaluable during 
this time? Do we allow options for people to "vacation 
work?" It opens the doors for remote VT scenarios for new 
talent and new workflows for management to discover. For 
example, moving key portions of the air chain to the web (via 
AWS and other services) has recently been explored by 
Nautel in association with Telos Alliance. The results of our 
tests look very promising. 

Radio Air-Chain 
INN VATION 

li' Telos 
nautel Iiill Alliance' 

Of course, with this new normal come new things on the 
engineer's checklist of maintenance items, including work-
ing in tandem with IT providers or in-house IT departments. 
Among the thi 
these days are 
ments or security issues that crop up, checking with satellite 
providers for similar things, keeping tabs with remote staff 
using ticketing systems (the big guys use things like Jira and 
Confluence, or Office365 collaboration suites, though there 
are many out there), security camera maintenance (which 
became quite important because all the buildings were 
empty!) Of course, this is the perfect crime time! Make sure 
those entrances and exits are covered with cameras. And the 
elephant in the room, the one IT practice we all hate: Update 
your passwords regularly. Ask your IT staff if things like 
password manager apps (LastPass Google, Bitwarden) can 
be used and if so, use them! There's nothing worse than 
having an off- ir emergency but you can't remember the 
password or ev n the door lock code to the site! 

We here at Nautel were not immune to these drastic 
changes in wor flows either. We had to learn how to build 
transmitters wi h only a skeleton crew in the production 
lines to keep th team safe, following regulatory guidelines 
and everything else that goes with it, just like the broadcaster 
had to. Our engineering teams could not go in and draft up 
a replacement 
they had to lea 
support of goin 
problem had to 
a customer sen' 
as it did you. B 
staff especially 

gs that should be on your maintenance list 
checking codec updates for any improve-

wer supply in person on the white boards; 
ri how to do this virtually. The hands-on 
down to the test lab to diagnose a customer 
e done by remote workers at the request of 
ce rep. It made things just as difficult for us 
t we learned from it (and still are); our IT 
ad to learn it in very short order! 

CREATE A SYSTEM TO MAKE 
PASSWORDS ACCESSIBLE: 

Locked Document I Password Keeper App 

Join Jeff and guests for more tips 

in Transmission Talk Tuesday 

round-table discussions 

nautel.com/webinars 
TUESDAY 

Even Jeff Welton and the marketing team kept you 
informed with the Transmission Talk Tuesday sessions (and 
still are!) with relevant information for the here and now. We 
were here for thóse phone calls, long nights, and problem-
solving skills that you rely on for your business. We had to 
learn how to do a lot of the interfacing to third-party 
equipment we never had to do before. But we will be here, 
like you will be there. 

We aren't through this yet — the article title is "post-
pandemic" — but as we enter more variants, more lockdowns 
around the globe, these systems are going to most likely be 
used again for the foreseeable future. We don't know what 
the post-pandemic world looks like, because we're still in 
the thick of it. There might be another technological leap we 
require that we haven't discovered yet, and no, nobody 
wants to relive the three years that was 2020! 

Be safe out there as always, take care of you and yours 
first, a lot of IT and engineering folks forget that part 
because we want to put our skills to work and help any way 
we can. Sometimes it's just by staying at home and watch-
ing what's happe ing before applying that skillset the best 
way you can. - 14ií0 Guide 
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The Gateway 4 provides two stereo connections, or one stereo and 
two mono connections, or up to four mono connections. 

The Gateway 4 is designed for solutions requiring up to 4 audio 
streaming channels* with traditional broadcast connectors, or AolP 
standards AES67 and ST 2110-30 straight out of the box. 

It supports 4 full-duplex codecs with unrivalled redundancy in 1RU 

and is backwards compatible with all Tieline IP codecs. 

Now Shipping 

Tielinee 
The Codec Company 

Americas: +1-317-845-80001 salesgtieline.com I tieline.com 

* The Gateway 4 codec supports 4 channels only and is not upgradable to support more channels. 



Studio Site 
Station Automation Lessons 

What's in Your Computer Room? 

by George Zahn 

Aside from purchasing a station facility in total, 
possibly one of the most expensive line items on a budget 
for any radio station may be its automation system. 
Stations are far more dependent than ever on a system 
that is dependable, able to be easily coordinated and 
scheduled for content and revenue-generating spots, and 
even able to run long term should we ever face anything 
like a quarantine again. 

One thing that can make a manager wince is the 
anticipated dead date on an automation system. Depend-
ing on the number of studios you have, you may be 
dealing with multiple computers, a server upgrade, and 
possibly new office computers or operating systems that 
may need to be upgraded for the ability to work with a 
new automation system. 

As a manager, I swear that the minute we installed a 
new Wide Orbit automation system to replace our old 
Scott Studios system, our WMKV DCO and Operations 
Guru, Dave Schram placed an Outlook tickler five, six, 
and seven years out from the install date to remind me of 
the need to start planning for an upgrade or replacement 
of the system. He bases the plan on the expected maxi-
mum life of the computers involved. 

Wide Orbit Automation for Radio 

This is critical. After all, the automation represents a 
massive amount of your sound at a time you are most 
vulnerable — likely when no one is available to trouble-
shoot in short order. A failed system is time off the air 
and unaired, and likely unhappy sponsors and listeners 
lost at a time we can ill afford to lose listeners to any other 
stations or media. Even small stations running home-
made systems can run into issues. 

Your automation system is working away in the 
background and one of the things that is so easy for 
managers to take for granted. On-air talent may only 
think of it as they play a file from a touch screen or load 
audio for future use. What's happening behind the scenes 
is important for someone at every station to monitor. 

Whether your audio delivery system is one of the 
major flavors like AudioVAULT, Wide Orbit, ENCO 
DAD Pro, DigiL ink, Smartcaster, or any of about a dozen 
more, you as an engineer, operations manager, or station 
GM, should know some things about your system. From 
fifteen years of working with Dave at WMKV, here are 
some of the lessons I've learned, so far proactively, and 
not too painfully due to planning. 

PAGE 8 

LIfe Cycle 
It really is vital to anticipate the eventual end date of 

your system, even though that can be a really hard thing to 
do right after installation of a new system, or a complete 
upgrade of a current automation package. Unfortunately, 
there are many who, like me, want to push our desktop or 
laptop beyond the end of its useful or efficient life. Don't 
do that with your automation system. 

A good rule of thumb for the life of a system is about 
seven to eight years, which really is about as long as any of 
the hardware should be extended in heavy use. Keep in 
mind that ifyour system is running on HDD drives, they are 
likely working and spinning 24/7. Solid State drives in the 
future may well create more durability, but they are still 
some time from truly affordable large capacity storage. 

Know your system's anticipated life cycle and plan 
accordingly. Budgeting for a partial system upgrade or a 
whole new system can be costly and will take some 
strategic planning. Public stations often have to start 
planning for budgets and/or grant writing to help cover 
such costs. Raising that kind of money for any entity is not 
for the faint of heart. 

OS S.O.S. 
Sometimes you don't have a choice as to how long you 

can push a system beyond its anticipated shelf life. Many 
automation modules may not always be compatible with 
changes in Operating Systems for the computers running 
them. Even with some generous notice from Windows, it 
still seems that new OS releases are getting closer and 
closer together. Don't you love planned obsolescence? 

Sure, you can run your system past an OS date, but keep 
in mind that once an Operating System technically has 
expired, the software manufacturer is not going to support 
it. This brings us to another consideration for automation 
systems. 

While it is generally accepted best practice to keep 
your automation system totally isolated from the Internet 
to prevent hijacking or ransom situations, where someone 
can hack your automation, take you off the air and hold it 
hostage for payment to (maybe) get access to your system 
returned to you after a sizable cost. You add to your risk if 
you are connected to the Internet with your automation 
system, and exponentially raise the risk if your OS is 
expired, meaning that security updates for the Operating 
System are no longer made available. 

Backup, Backup, Backup 
No matter the system that you have, how is your data: 

music, spots, formatted files and schedules backed up? If 
you don't know that answer, you need to have a meeting. 
Many systems will have a mirrored array that provides a 
regularly done duplication of files. Some stations use 
cloud backup, while some will schedule a backup to other 
external drives. How often are they scheduled? Can you 
afford to spend a day or more recovering material if the 
system has a failure? 

The other key to backing up data and programs is to 
have one backup in a separate place. If your backup is 
sitting in the same rack as your main system drive or server, 
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you are vulnerable to anything from a sprinkler system 
going off, potentially damaging both original and backup 
if they're near each other, to heat damage from a failed 
HVAC system in the same room for an extended period of 
time. The goal 
into more digi 
amounts of da 

As an exa 

ere is not to instill paranoia, but as we get 
1 content, it's far easier to lose massive 
with one mistake. 
ple: at the dawn of MiniDisc, a station I 

worked for took all carted spots, recut them, and placed 
them alphabetically on one MiniDisc. We backed that disc 
up every day because content changed regularly. Why 
backup often? The likelihood was that no one with their 
studio chair wo Id accidentally roll over and crush all the 
carts on the wa, But one swift roll over a MiniDisc could 
wipe out all th recorded spots. Think about recovery for 
more peace of iriind. 

Compatibill 
Before buy 

doing a large 
homework. Find out if the new or upgraded system will 
also be compaible with all software interfacing with the 
system traffic, udio insertion and recording, and report-
ing and affidav ts. Do not assume that just because your 
existing softwa interfaces with the earlier version, it will 
automatically b compatible with the latest version, even 
if from the sam company. 

You may w II notice that as you upgrade automation 
systems, you wi I experience some hiccups in file transfers 
or stability. If y u're experiencing those issues now, it can 
be amplified lh new automation, or may be totally 
incompatible. It s obviously far better to anticipate other 
needs as you are udgeting for the replacement automation 
system than to have to scramble to make things work as 
you're initiatin a new system. 
I have hear of stations that have invested many 

thousands of do lars in a new automation system, only to 
have a near muti y by staff, and at times, the station had to 
back out of the new automation and return to their old 
brand. From my xperience many years ago, we had a small 
team (manager, engineer, and operations) visit stations 
that were utilizi 
were interested. 
and questions, b 
how it might fit 

Training is c 
right training pl 
plus. If you're 
almost always b 
but given time, understanding, training, and explaining the 
improvements or benefits of the new system can help turn 
that attitude eventually. 

and Training 
ng a brand new automation system or 
pgrade to an old system, do plenty of 

g the automation system in which we 
t took a few days of intensive observation 
t we came away with a very basic plan on 
nto our plant. 
'tical, and having the right people in the 
ces and frames of mind is an absolute 
hanging systems altogether, there will 
resistance (ohm, my!) from some staff, 

Talk It Out 

It seems the days of traditional transmitter and circuit 
board engineers are waning like the fall shortening days. 
Our engineers and Designated Chief Operators, as well 
as our operations staff are, in many cases, more computer 
savvy with secondary emphasis on the radio nuts and 
bolts. It's simply a natural progression as we're dealing 
more and more in a digital world. Good communication 
between all involved in gauging the life and efficiency of 
automation systems is critical to avoid disastrous emer-
gencies cropping up. 

George Zahn is a Peabody Award winning radio 
producer and Station Manager for WMKV-FM at Maple 
Knoll Communities in Springdale, Ohio. He is a regular 
contributor to Radio Guide and welcomes your feedback. 
Share your stories with others by sending ideas and 
comments to: gzahn@mkcommunities.org 
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Chief Engineer 

Stuff You Can Do For Free (or almost) 

by Scott Schmeling 

You are probably receiving this issue of Radio Guide 
in mid October. That means Halloween is just around the 
corner and winter isn't far behind. In this part of the 
country, winter brings with it a whole new set of chal-
lenges. Remote transmitter sites can become more than 
challenging to get to. I can think of one of our sites where 
we literally had to hike in through knee-deep snow, pulling 
a sled with tools and gear! With that in mind, might I 
suggest we plan ahead and pay a visit to our transmitter 
sites now before the snow flies. 

Check your transmitter tubes (except, of course, if 
you're solid state). If they're getting close to the end, plan 
a time to change them. It's usually better to change a tube 
on your schedule than it is to have to risk life and limb 
during a snow storm because a tube has failed and you're 
off the air. 

And take a look at your transmission line pressure 
gauges and your tank pressure gauge if you're still using 
nitrogen. I've had a situation where the front panel 
circuit breaker on a dehydrator had tripped and the lines 
had lost their pressure. And if your nitrogen tank is close 
to empty get a replacement now while it's easier to get to 
the site. 

Take a look at your tower lights. Many controllers have 
a "Test" switch, but that switch bypasses the photo cell. It's 
a more accurate test if you cover the photo cell with a glove 
or a can — anything to block the light and simulate night. 
Does the contactor energize? Are all of the lights lighting 
up? I know it can be difficult to see if the bulbs are all 
lighting up. If your tower lights are the incandescent type, 
you can check them using a clamp-on amp meter. Each 

beacon fixture has two 620 Watt bulbs which draw roughly 
10 Amps when lit. If your meter only shows 5 Amps, one 
of the bulbs is not lighting up. The side lights (or obstruc-
tion lights) are three 116 Watt bulbs at each level which 
draw roughly 3 Amps. 

Sometimes I will also do a resistance check. Incandes-
cent light bulbs are low resistance devices. With the tower 
light circuit breaker turned OFF, measure the resistance 
between each of the line outputs (at the fuses for each of the 
side lights and beacons — same place you would clamp on 
the amp meter) and ground. You will just see a few Ohms, 
unless the bulbs are burned out, then you'll see an open. 

If you have a few bulbs burned out, chances are more 
will burn out before spring. I would strongly suggest you 
schedule a relamp sooner rather than later. Believe me, in 
this part of the country any tower crew would much rather 
climb before it gets cold. 

This is also a great time to do a little site cleanup. Bring 
your "weed whacker" along and knock down vegetation 
that is growing near the building. You can also spray if you 
like. The important thing is to take it down as low as you 
can. Clearing vegetation from around the building will 
help deter mice, and we don't want mice in our buildings 
and transmitters! 

If you have a generator, check the fuel and battery. Be 
sure you have ample fuel for the winter. Check to see if the 
controller is exercising the engine regularly. Maybe try to 
be there during an exercise run so you can verify that it's 
starting up like it should. 

And check the air filters. Whether they're the building's 
air intake filters, air conditioner filters or transmitter 
filters, check them. If they are metal mesh, washable 
filters, clean them. If they are paper or polyester filters, 
replace them. You do have spare filters on site, right? If 
not, you know what to do. If you have a "squirrel cage" 
blower, you might also want to check the blades — both 
for a building in-take and a transmitter PA. Once dust 
builds up on the blower's blades, the efficiency drops 
considerably. Cleaning the blades can make a tremen-
dous difference. 

Dirty Blower Blades 

It's also a great idea to empty any garbage cans, even 
if they're not full — especially if there might be food scraps 
that could attract rodents. I have a box of heavier gauge 
contractor bags in the van just for that purpose. I can pack 
up the garbage, including dirty air filters, and take it all to 
the dumpster back at the studio. 

Speaking of a vehicle, get your oil changed and all 
fluids topped off. It's also a good idea to have all four of 
your tires checked (and also the spare). If the tread is 
wearing down, replace your tires now, before the snow 
flies and roads become snow packed and slippery. Your 
payoff is better handling and control and increased safety 
when the snow comes. And one more thing — try not to let 
your gas tank et below half. In the event you were to get 
stuck in the snow on your way to a transmitter site, having 
a nearly full tank could be a life saver. 

Clean Blower Blades 

So far, eve hing we've talked about has been at our 
transmitter site. But I'm also going to mention something 
you can do at the studio. 

There are tules, at least here in Minnesota, when road 
and weather conditions can force you to stay home. You 
may also have More than one location to deal with. There 
are two computer programs we use that can give you access 
to the networks t those locations — as long as you have an 
Internet connec ion. 

I'm talking about a VPN (Virtual Private Network) and 
VNC (Virtual Network Connection) combination. The 
first program is OpenVPN. It's a free program you can 
download from openvpn.net. The server component is 
installed on yoor network. The client component is in-
stalled on your laptop or other computer. Installation and 
configuration irstructions are also available from their 
website. I should also mention some routerffirewalls in-
cluding Sonic Wall and Watchguard have their own pro-
prietary progralP for remote access, and some of those 
devices also suPport OpenVPN. 

TightVNC is the other half of this dynamic duo. The 
server compone t of TightVNC is installed on each com-
puter to which ou require or desire access. Likewise the 
client compone t is installed on your laptop or other 
computer. And, again, installation and configuration in-
structions are orj their website, tightync.com 

Both programs are password protected for both the 
network access land the individual computer access. I 
admit that I'm only scratching the surface where these 
programs are concerned. Full disclosure, I am not a 
trained IT person. There are so many variables in net-
work structures there is no way I could address them all. 
Our "new guy," Keith Thelen, brought these programs to 
us. And the more I use them the more value I find in 
having them available. 

I just read through this list of items. HOLY MOLEY 
THERE'S A LOT OF STUFF! And I'm sure I've left some 
things out. Needless to say, there's really a lot going on out 
at our transmitter sites and if you can take time now to 
prepare for winter you'll be miles ahead of the game! 

Well, that's going to be it for now. Take care of 
yourselves, stay healthy, and ... Keep it between 90 and 
105! 

Scott Schmelin is the Chief Engineer for Minnesota Valley 
Broadcasting can be reached via email at 
scottschmeling@ra iomankato.com 
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Station VVebsite 
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy 

by Gregg P. Skall and Ashly Brydone-Jack - Telecommunications Law Professionals PLLC 

These days, when nearly every broadcaster has a web 
page, and the FCC has even mandated that public notice of 
applications and other filings be posted on station websites, 
it is important that broadcasters understand they can set the 
rules for how visitors can use the posted information. This 
is done by setting the "terms of use" for the website and the 
posted information. Indeed, it has been recommended that 
all broadcasters have Terms of Use posted on their 
webpages. So, here is an explanation of what Terms of Use 
are, their purpose, and some relevant laws. 

What Are Terms of Use 
and Why Are They Important 

Terms of Use are documents that provide the rules and 
appropriate uses of your website that visitors to your site 
must agree to in order to use your website. They are not 
required by law, but they are necessary if you want to 
exercise control over the content and use of your website. 
Terms of Use are generally used in four broad ways. 

First, Terms of Use provide control over how visitors 
can interact with the website. This is particularly important 
if the station site allows people to post comments or other 
items. The Terms of Use allow for a clear explanation of 
what sorts of comments and content are permissible for 
users to share and warn users of what action the station may 
take should they violate the Terms of Use by posting non-
acceptable content. Thus, if someone is posting abusive, 
harmful, or otherwise unacceptable content, the station 
can control whether it stays on its site without fearing 
repercussions. 

Second, Terms of Use allow the station to control who 
can post. Should anyone violate the Terms of Use, for 
example by posting harmful, abusive, or inappropriate 
content, the Terms of Use allow you to censor or limit 
posting privileges by warning the violator of your right to 
censor or take other action to limit their access to the site 
by deactivating their account or log-in, or other action as 
may be appropriate. 

Third, when a station website is interactive, Terms of 
Use provide the right for the station to use the posts and 
personal content a user may add to the website. This is 
particularly important if the station desires to use user 
content to market, promote, or in some other way. For 
example, if you host a community event and wish to use the 
pictures or comments from people to promote the station 
or a future event, the Terms of Use will clearly warn site 
visitors that any posts or comments to the website may be 
utilized as you see fit. This permits use of visitor posted 
content without fearing a violation of privacy, copyright, 
or other laws. It also warns any website visitors that if they 
do not want you to use their post, they should abstain from 
using your website. 

Finally, Terms of Use can help to limit a station's 
potential liability for website content. This is particularly 
important when sharing information people may rely on, 
sharing third party content, or when encouraging people to 
take action on the website. Without clear Terms of Use 
explaining that the station, its licensee, and employees are 
not responsible for third party content, posted information 
is for general guidance only and should not be relied upon 
without consulting a professional, or whatever other warn-
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ings may be appropriate, visitors may be able to hold you 
responsible for adverse results that occur if they rely on the 
information on your website. Related to this, Terms of Use 
also let the website owner select the laws that would govern 
any potential legal action, thereby limiting the station's 
need to familiarize itself with the wide variety of state laws 
and requirements in order to avoid violating them. 

There are a variety of forms that can be found with an 
Internet search, but it is highly recommended that you 
consult legal counsel to ensure that the Terms of Use 
adequately meet the needs of your website and station and 
include all terms necessary to protect you in your state. 
Once they are finalized and posted, you should ensure that 
a specific member of your staff is thoroughly familiar with 
your station's Terms of Use and is charged with responsi-
bility for enforcing the Terms of Use should an issue arise. 

Posting Your Terms of Use 
The Terms of Use should be accessible from any page 

on your site, typically by posting the link in your header or 
footer, so visitors can always determine what actions are 
and are not permissible under your Terms of Use. If it is 
possible and appropriate for your site, you may consider 
including a "pop-up" upon a visitor's first visit to the site, 
which would include links to your Terms ofUse and Privacy 
Policy, alerting the visitor to the rules and consequences on 
your site. The pop-up is not required, though it does add an 
additional layer of security by forcing visitors to acknowl-
edge that the Terms of Use exist and agree to them prior to 
interacting with your site, making it more difficult for 
visitors to claim they were unaware of your Terms of Use in 
the event that legal action arises down the line. 

Privacy Policy 

Stations should have Privacy Policies posted on their 
webpages. Privacy Policies serve to notify website visitors 
how you collect, use, and store personally identifiable 
information. Privacy Policies are not currently required 
under federal law, but some states are enacting their own, 
which include privacy policy mandates and there is in-
creasing attention on Internet privacy. 

The closest the Federal Government currently comes 
to regulating Internet privacy is through section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914, which prohibits 
unfair or deceptive trade practices. The FTC primarily 
prosecutes companies that violate provisions of their posted 
privacy policies, such as selling user data contrary to 
company privacy policy. The FTC is thus just using the act 
to hold companies to the privacy policies they have posted. 

Though there is not currently a federal law requiring 
privacy policies, there has been an increase in focus on 
consumer privacy and the Internet. For example, the House 
has considered a bill to require Internet access service 
providers to conspicuously notify their users of their privacy 
policies and to offer opt-in or opt-out approval rights. 

A handful of states have started to enact Internet 
privacy laws. The most sweeping being the California 
Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 ("CCPA").1 The CCPA 
grants California residents four protections with regard to 
their data on the Internet: ( 1) the Right to Know, (2) the 
Right to Delete, (3) the Right to Opt-Out of Sale, and (4) 
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the Right to Non-Discrimination. The CCPA also has the 
potential to hold businesses anywhere in the world liable 
if they do not follow the guidelines set forth in the law. To 
comply, businesses must have a privacy policy on their 
website that «plains what information the website col-
lects, how it is collected, how it is used, how it is retained 
and for how long, and an explanation of the rights granted 
under the CCP 1t with an explanation of how to exercise 
those rights. The CCPA also requires that visitors to a 
website be provided with information on how to "opt-out" 
or "unsubscribe" and, if the data is sold, at the time of 
collection allow the visitor to request that their informa-
tion not be sold. 

Though the CPA is a California law that only protects 
California resi ents, it has the potential to affect busi-
nesses that coll t California residents' information through 
the Internet. T ere is a trend among many other states to 
pass Internet p vacy laws that protect their citizens due to 
the lack of fed rai protections. For example, earlier this 
year, Virginia assed the Consumer Data Privacy Act, 
which will go into effect in 2023 and grants similar 
protections to irginia residents. Further, over eleven 
states, includin Nebraska, Utah, Missouri, and Florida, 
have had Inte et privacy bills actively before their state 
legislatures, se eral of which mirror the CCPA. 

There also e international laws that can apply to United 
States business s if their websites are visited by certain 
international cit zens. The most sweeping and comprehen-
sive of these i the General Data Protection Regulation 
("GDPR") whi h was enacted by the European Union in 
2018. There are many similarities between the GDPR and 
CCPA; the key ifference is that the GDPR requires website 
owners to requ st visitors to the website to affirmatively 
consent to the c Ilection of their information in addition to 
the ability to op -out, as opposed to the CCPA which only 
requires that vis tors be provided with an opt-out option. 

This is a c ntinually evolving landscape, which will 
continue to evol e and change in the coming years. To ensure 
station compli ce with these varied laws, stations should 
have a privacy licy posted to its website and regularly check 
to assure it is current with the law as it evolves. 

Posting the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy 
The station Terms of Use and Privacy Policy should be 

accessible from any page on its website, typically by posting 
the link in the header or footer allowing visitors to determine 
what information may be collected and how to contact the 
station about it. Consider including a "pop-up" upon a 
visitor's first visit to the site, which would include links to 
your Terms of Use and Privacy Policy, alerting the visitor to 
the rules of and types of collection conducted through your 
site. A pop-up a 
visitors to ackn 
agree to the coll 
site, making it m 
unaware of your Privacy Policy in the event that legal action 
arises down the line. 

Also consider adding a link to the Privacy Policy any time 
it is appropriate to draw a visitor's attention to the Privacy 
Policy (such as when they are submitting information to 
contact the station or registering with your site). This can be 
easily done by including a phrase like "By clicking submit/ 
registering you are agreeing to our Terms of Use and Privacy 
Policy" or by requiring the submitting party to click a box 
confirming that they have read the Terms of Use and Privacy 
Policy before being permitted to submit their request. 

This column is provided for general information purposes 
only and should not be relied upon as legal advice pertaining 
to any specific factual situation. Legal decisions should be 
made only after proper consultation with a legal professional 
of your choosing. 
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Tower Topir 

Migrating to Tower Lighting LEDs 

by Wiely Boswell 

Tower bulbs produce more heat and use more power 
than LEDs. Solid state LEDs generate less heat, have 
higher efficiency, and typically have a much longer lifespan. 
This all sounds like a good reason to upgrade your tower 
lights, and it is. However, this tower light upgrade is on a 
20 year old system consisting of three medium intensity 
strobe fixtures, that reached a practical end of life on our 
600 foot tower. Twenty years is not bad! The actual 
fixtures had become weathered and the plastic lens retain-
ers were starting to crack. The top beacon had to have the 
lens top externally strapped down to hold it on. With the 
benefit of reliability and power savings, it is not a very hard 
decision to upgrade to LEDs. 

Tower maintenance climbs are expensive and a multiple 
tenant tower also requires coordinated powering down of 
RF. More expenses, like new flash plates or $275 dollar 
flash tubes, reinforced that it was time to go solid state. 
Everything inside the strobe tube beacon resides in the high 
voltage created, ozone rich enclosure. Like being a strobe on 
the beach, the corrosion is really hard on all components 
inside. Now we have upgraded from three flash controllers 
to one PSU/controller. The existing beacon cabling is 10/2, 
16/3, with drain wire and shield. These flash head cable runs 
were reused. requiring only two of the five wires. The cable 
was in great shape. except when exposed inside the beacon, 
where things can deteriorate fast. Being out in the full sun is 
tough on all materials too. 

We used the white and black 16 ga conductors which 
went along with the wire code convention inside the new 
PSU/C and 16 ga was deemed OK for the application. The 
new head has a white shade coating on top of the solid high 
end clear plastic, to shade components. There is no lens 
molded into the cover. The reflective setup in each facet 
gives a tight three degree horizontal pattern. 

Old Head Right vs New Head Left 

Figure 1 shows an old Flash head verses new smaller 
Drake Lightning G5 LED head. We had a presentation 
demo on the hardware and various system options at one 
of our SBE meetings. Drake is located in Mayfield, Ky. 
Dustin, Justin, and Darren, are a nice helpful group. 
Technostrobe in Canada builds the units for Drake Light-
ing. The beacons can operate in red or white modes and 
include an IR emitter for night vision detection. It has quite 
a lot of power intelligence that you can almost see through 
the side. 

The PSU (Figure 2) is quite a power control as well.There 
are lots of single element gas tubes, MOVs and inductor coils 
that can be seen. There could be several PWM power modules 
under the board that are heat sunk to the frame of the beacon. 

The LED beacon is light enough to be carried up a 
tower, weighing only 12 lbs. Most of that weight comes from 
the solid aluminum frame that is also used as the heat sink for 
the led sections. To haul down and bring up beacons we 
rigged a little past halfway above the two side beacons and 
from there the new top beacon was carried to the top. At the 
top beacon the previous install left us no slack, so at times we 
needed to be ready to extend the wiring. 

The three lines all come down to one point and were 
terminated into a Drake provided "drain" box (Figure 3). 
When I first learned the box's name, I immediately thought 
of a drain wire and it was a lightning protection point. After 
all, an intersection, with any ground protection and divert for 
strike energy, has got to be a good plan. A primary function 
for it is to prevent water that may run down inside some 
armored beacon cables from reaching the power supply/ 
controller. The box is intended to mount at the bottom of the 
tower and to catch water, should any come down in a cable 

— then a provi ed two wire cable goes from there to the 
controller insi the building. The outside photocell also 
has a 16 ga ca e provided, to run inside to the controller. 
Here is where i gets interesting. The three strobe heads are 
wired in series the drain box. In my modified box I added 
a ground bar hich terminated all the unused wires and 
sheath drains d is connected to ground, using a braided 
ground strap. F rrites were added to black and white beacon 
feeds and to th feed from power supply. The feed supply 
from PSU also has a lot of slack to coil up and there are more 
ferrites on the line. Each head is pulsed with between 180 
and 190 Volts DC at approximately 2 Amps. A pulsed LED 
application is t e easiest on LEDs because the actual junc-
tion is given a c ance to cool off between flashes. It can be 
run harder/brig ter if it is pulsed. 

The power upply/controller supplies as much as 570 
Volts DC to th "in series" beacon heads. This is another 
dangerous piec of equipment with a safety interlock on the 
controller door, d there needs to be a high voltage caution 
sticker for the rain box. DC shock makes you grab hard; 
AC shock is mo e of a heart fibrillation issue after the power 
is removed. The oltage has to be divided equally among the 
heads which is t e job of each beacon. The system learns the 
normal startup current and can take into account small 
changes over ti e. If one of the seven facets (reflective 
section with LE board) has a failure, the system can detect 
it and produce alarm. 

If you do no have SNMP monitoring you need to first 
read alarm statu indicators thru the door panel first (Figure 
4). When you asen the door the safety switch shuts the 
system down, resets the alarm, and when the system comes 
back up, the alarm may not return. Optional alarm commu-
nication include 
receiver for ples 
far away to pracl 

Power input an be 120 VAC or optional 48 VDC. In my 
application of 120 VAC, the site alarm system has an average 
AC current monitor. Running the old strobes in the daytime, 
the current was 6.6 Amps — now it is 1.3 Amps, with LEDs, 
and at night it is only 0.6 Amps. This is so low that you could 
put a UPS backup on it. It now is a mature technology. 

The white intensity (bright during day, dimmed at night) 
is controlled by adjusting the current — this appears to be a 
current regulated system. The red setting is enacted by the 
PSU reversing the voltage to the beacons. A lot of options 
are possible using option switches. Drake offers several 
applications based on tower height. Ours is an E-2 retro fit 
application, LED-B-HYBRID-G5/3MI. This version only 
requires one power supply/controller which saves room and 
power. Nothing is nicer than a pair of 620 Watt bulbs in a 
huge fixture that comes on/off sort of slow. If! have it right, 
option SW5 SOFT ON brings that look back! I wish I could 
test it. Red is the nly choice. Perhaps I will get a chance to 
see the 3 degree beam in the fog some night! 

an SNMP interface and an optional GPS 
chronous synchronization of beacons too 

ically sync with a cable. 

Wiely Boswe 
located in Mont 
118 Chairman. H 

is Chief Engineer of Faith Broadcasting, 
mery, Alabama; CBRE,CBNE, and SBE 
may be contacted at: Wiely@faithradio.org 
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Safety and Security 
Arc Flash and Arc Fault 

Poorly Understood Dangers 
by Jeff Johnson 

Most simply stated, an arc flash (also known as an 
arc blast) is an electrical short circuit in the air. If it takes 
place in front of your face, in your electrical panels or in 
your transmitter, you are in trouble. 

How Can Electricity Travel Through the Air? 

If enough energy (voltage in this case) is applied 
across a gap, some of the gas molecules in that gap will 
be stripped of their electrons — ionized into charged 
particles. It is via those charged particles that the elec-
trical flow is possible. 

An electric arc has an inverse, non-linear relation-
ship between current and voltage —a negative resistance. 
Once the arc is formed, more and more ions are created, 
lowering the resistance and more current flows. This 
goes on until your equipment's conductors melt, the arc 
is blown out like a candle, or the power source is 
disconnected. 

ARC Flash Danger 
How can protection from such an occurrence be 

established? Protection of equipment and protection of 

personnel are two separate considerations. I fan arc flash 
occurs, any personnel nearby (you) should be wearing 
protective clothing. 

If a fire is occurring due to the arc, type "C" fire 
extinguishing equipment, as discussed in previous ar-
ticles, should be used. Do not dump water on an arc! 
Power to the arc must be disconnected, of course. 

What the well protected engineer wears. 

Be Sure You Are Protected 

An arc flash is an explosion that releases a broad 

spectrum of electromagnetic energy, plasma, fragments, 

and spray of molten materials. Special Flame Resistant 
(FR) clothing and face shields must be worn. 

The National Fire Protection Agency's (NFPA) 70E 
is the Standard for Electrical Safety Requirements for 
Employee Work places. NFPA70E requires employees 
to wear flame resistant protective clothing wherever 

there is a possible exposure to electric arc flash. Perform 
an Internet search for "Arc flash clothing" and you will 
find extensive information. 

A Recommended Addition to Your Tool Kit 
In order to avoid inadvertent arcs and shocks while 

working on live equipment (ill-advised but necessary in 
some instances), a broad range of insulated tools is 

available. These will minimize the number of tools in 
our kits with those telltale burned and melted spots. 

Flash-Free Tool Kit 

While protection against high energy arcing — arc 
flash — is generally a matter of safe practices and 
personnel protection, low energy arcs, arc faults, can 
also prove dangerous. 

ARC Fault Danger 
While it has been pointed out that arc flash — 

sustained conduction of electricity through ionized 
gas — will commonly not occur in air below a potential 
difference of 480 VAC RMS, protection against all-to-
familiar slips of a screwdriver or wrench while work-
ing on "hot" circuits must be guarded against. Lower 

voltage arcs — arc faults — can be extremely hazardous, 
as they may be hidden from view in walls or junction 
boxes. 

A tragic example of this was the Beverly Hills 
Supper Club fire in the ' 70s, which was determined to 

have been caused by faulty aluminum wire termination. 

Office and Home Fault Protection 
In low energy instances, such as a home or office, an 

AFCI (Arc Fault Circuit Interrupter) is generally used to 
protect against fire, while a GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit 

Breaker) is used to protect personnel from shock. The 
AFCI is designed to prevent fire from series arcs, bad 

connections, arcs to ground or to common. 
The AFCI works at a higher threshold (30 tnA) than 

GFCI devices protecting against electric shock, which 
operate at 6 inA. However, advanced electronics inside 
an arc fault circuit breaker detect sudden bursts of 
electrical current in milliseconds. It is a "smart" device. 
A new AFCI will commonly be a "combined" device 
incorporating the GFCI function which trips at the 
lower, 6 mA threshold. 

Smart Circuit Breakers 
These "smart" circuit breakers, the AFCI types, 

protect against what is termed "nonfunctional" or "non-
working" electrical arcs. They are able to distinguish 
between working arcs such as occur in brush-type mo-
tors and nonworking arcs, as in a lamp cord that has a 
broken conductor. 

Although specifics of the "brains" in these devices is 
hard to find and seemingly proprietary to their manufac-
turers, the author concluded that differences between 
intermittent and regular patterns of voltage and current 
fluctuations must be the key. 

Other Electri 
AFCIs are 

electrical arc fa 
against "glowui 
voltages, or low line voltages. Other types of circuit break-
ers, mounted in receptacles, including PFCI and OFCI, will 
be encountered or protection against other types of faults. 

From a re ptacle, a PFCI (Power Fault Circuit 
Interrupter) c detect glowing connections where there 
is no arc, but th fault consists of a voltage drop of high 
current existin in a high resistance junction. 

PFCIs are a so designed to prevent fires caused by 
excess voltage cross loads A damaging source of high 
line voltage oc urs when a neutral path opens within a 
two-leg 120V e ectrical system. 

When a ne tral wire breaks or opens, voltage can 
almost double t over 200V with large leg-to-leg load 
imbalances. This extreme situation can result in almost 
four times the power and heat in resistive loads. Some 
loads can reach self-ignition temperature in a few minutes. 

al Dangers 
signed to protect against fires caused by 
Its. They provide no specific protection 
" connections, excess current, high line 

A Real Life E perience 
The neutral conductor of one of the emergency 

circuits opened Suddenly MOVs in plug strips under 
desks were poçping, and smoke was filling the rack 
room. Flames w re shooting from the power supplies of 
one of the autornation servers and other computers. All 
four stations were off the air simultaneously. 

It was a sweaty palms situation with an unknown 
cause. After circuits were de-energized, the root cause of 
the trouble was discovered — the open neutral. PFCI 
breakers would have eliminated a good deal of the dam-
age. A PFCI acts like a "firewall" for unacceptable line 
voltages. A product called SafePlug is a PFCI device. 

SafePlug on Left — AFCI on Right 

An OFCI (Overload Fault Circuit Interrupters) is 
designed to protect against excess current drawn by 
equipment connected to a particular receptacle. It is 
logical that OFCIs must be located within receptacles. 
Low voltage can cause inductive loads, such as motors 
relying on reverse EMF, to drOaw dangerously high 
current. Both thermal circuit breakers and OFCIs are 
required to prevent fire from excess current. 

Jeff Johnson cqn be reached at: jefigeroof corn 
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IT Guide 
The Linux Connection, Etc! 

Arduinos Galore 

by Tommy Gray CPBE CBNE 

Getting Started 
By now hopefully you have acquired at least a basic 

Arduino module to experiment with. 
One of the best places to find help for getting into an 

Arduino is at http://www.arduino.cc which is the pri-
mary website for all things Arduino. Now there are a lot of 
great sites out there with tons of sample code that you can 
use, and there are blog sites as well. The resources to learn 
to program an Arduino and to build your desired projects 
are many and varied. You will find everything from 
security systems to robots and anything else you might 
want to get into on these sites. Once we have managed to 
get you up and running with your Arduino, I will point you 
to code snippets to perform the broadcast site tasks you 
may want to do with it. These can include temperature 
monitoring, tower light monitoring, site security monitor-
ing, Electrical power monitoring, etc., all of which can be 
done on the cheap with an Arduino module. Just about any 
Arduino will do all these tasks and more. The number of 
things you can do with it is only limited by the I/O 
capability of your individual module. Need more capabil-
ity? Just get a step up in modules and it will include more 
I/O ports for digital and analog monitoring. 

If you have your Arduino and are ready to get started, 
the first thing you want to do is to get an Arduino editor, 
which is an IDE (integrated development environment) to 
create your programs in Sketches (Arduino programs are 
called "Sketches"). The editors are free and available in 
the "Software" section of the Arduino site I linked you to 
above. If you are getting started and do not have a lot of 
programming experience just get the editor suggested 
there as the latest release version. I have many years of 
experience in several programming languages so I always 
run the beta version and can live with a few bugs and 
glitches. However, I strongly recommend the latest re-
lease version when getting started. 

The editors are available for Linux, which is my 
preferred computer OS, Windows, and also Mac OS X. 

Get the one you want to use. Since these articles are meant 
to help you run Linux that is what I will be using here. 

Once you have a working system. Simply use your 
USB cable that came with your Arduino module and 
connect it to the computer. In the "Tools" section of the 
IDE menu you will need to select your Arduino "board." 
The "Board" is simply your Arduino module. On my Uno 
setup, which 1 am using for this example, the selection is 
found in <Boards ...><Arduino AVR><Arduino UNO>. 
Yours will vary according to your hardware and computer 

setup, but nonetheless you will need to set it to the board 
that the IDE identified. It will show the serial port such as 

"/dev/TTYSOr or something like that. If your Arduino is 
working and connected, the IDE will usually find the 
board and have it in the selection list so that you simply 
select it and you are good to go. 

Now your board should be connected and powered up 
(it will receive power through the USB port and there is no 

need for an external power supply at this point). Next you 
will need a program (Sketch) to run, to make it do any-
thing. Below is a simple program that will let you see if you 
are working and ready to do greater things with your 

Arduino. This is the basic program that most folks run to 
get started as it simply flashes the onboard LED that most 
Arduino modules have. I will explain the basic code as we 
go along. The Arduino I am using for this example of a 
little Arduino UNO R3. It, in itself, is a powerful piece of 
equipment so don't think that just because it didn't cost but 
a few bucks it does not do much, because it does! First you 
need to create a folder to hold all your Arduino Sketches 
as you progress in your programming endeavor. I simply 
drop a folder on my desktop that I call "Arduino Projects." 
Inside this folder are individual folders for all my projects 
(Sketches). You need a folder to contain your Sketches 
that has the same name as the Sketch. If you don't do it this 
way Arduino will remind you and ask you to do it. Once 
you have your projects folder created, inside it create 
another folder called "blink." Use lower case for the 
folders and the Sketches you will put inside them. 

Now keep in mind that you can do all this directly from 
the menus of the IDE but I am trying to help you get started 
easier for your first project. Later on you will probably 
want to create your Sketches in the IDE. Now we are going 
to create your first Sketch called "blink." The file will 
have the extension of "ino" not text, so make sure if your 
text editor we are about to use saves only with a ".txt" or 
something else, that you go back and change the extension 
to ".ino" before you open it in the IDE. Again I want to say 
that you can do all this in the IDE but I want to show you 
that there is no "Secret Magic" to the IDE. It simply edits 
things in a text format. To save time we are just going to 
create a text file and later open it in the IDE to compile and 
upload to the board. 

Code Coming Up! 
First there is a basic structure to every Arduino pro-

gram. Though you can add all kinds of functions to it, there 
are two that are required and the first is a "setup" routine 
and then there is a "loop." Both of these are required in any 
Arduino program. Once you get into building larger and 
more complex programs, you will add others, but for now 
these two are all that you need to have to build a working 
Sketch. Now in the "blink" Sketch you will see a complete 
working program that, when run, will flash the built-in 
LED that is on the board at a regular rate which is defined 
in the code. Our goal this time, is to get you a working 
Sketch and have your module run it without errors. 

The link below is to the public domain program called 

"blink.ino" which will simply blink an LED on your 
module to verify everything is working. It is a simple 
program that you can use to get into using the Arduinos. 
Here is the link: http://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/ 
Blink 

The page the link takes you to has a lot in the way of 
explanation of how it works, as well as the complete code 
for the Sketch. Code for the Arduino is basically a C code 

but it is not difficult at all for a beginner. Look at all the 
examples you will find on the Internet and you will quickly 
see what it takes to make it do things. Sample code 

abounds for almost every purpose you might need. Re-
member this: You do not have to be a programmer to 
create programs for the Arduino! 

If you downloaded the program from the Internet and 
have it on your computer, open it up in the IDE and you 
will be able to modify it to suit yourself. Let me give you 
a brief explana ion of what is involved in every Sketch. 
First, in the code you will see the "setup" section which 
initialized the s rial port to your desired baud rate. 9600 is 
a good speed fo a basic program and works well. We also 
initialized digi I I/O pin 13 for an output. The IDE has a 
serial monitor function in it, which the "Serial.print" code 
writes to, so that you can see what is going in instead ofjust 
having a light flash. You can customize the text in the 
"Serial.print" line to whatever you want it to be, to play 
with the sketch. 

Just be awatie that the commands are case sensitive and 
where you see c ps, keep them. I personally like to use the 
"Serial.printo' function to see what is happening in the 
sketch while it 
you can either 
ment or just c 
necessary with 
memory and ca 
steps running. The Remote Site Monitoring program we 
will ultimately help you to create, is a large program, and 
after I got it working to my satisfaction I commented out 
all the unnecessary stuff to help it load the web pages 
faster and to run faster. 

Keep in mind that we are leading up to building a 
complete and 
control progra 
will work with 

s executing. Later on, after you are done, 
elete the lines with the Serial.print state-
mment them out. This is usually only 
a very large sketch that uses a lot of 
get bogged down with all the additional 

ly functional remote site monitoring and 
that runs on the Internet or your LAN, and 
irtually any web browser. 

Useful Information: 

In the setup se tion you will always see: 

void setup() { 

//code to do so ething 

"void setupo": Irhis is the initialization section and sets 
you board up fo what it needs to do. For an explanation 
of the "void" w rd, I suggest you do a web search and 
you will see what it means. Space is short for this 
article and I have things I still need to add. 

Then there is the: 

void loop() { 

//code that runs continuously as the program is running 

This is where your sketch does its thing, and in this 
case flashes the LED every second and writes a text line 
out to the serial monitor. Once you save the Sketch open 
it up in the IDE and then compile and upload. Your 
Arduino's LED_BUILTIN should flash every second and 

the serial monirnr should show your text each time the 
state of the pin changes. The value in the basic code is set 
to one second ( 1000). This value is, as you probably 
guessed, in milliseconds. To make it faster or slower, 
change that value everywhere you see it and it will do what 
you tell it to do. 

Well space i gone for this time, so I suggest that you 
get this one runn g and your board working and next time 

we will get a li e more involved in more complex pro-
grams that will o things that are useful to a broadcast 
engineer. If you ave a problem there is plenty of help on 

the Internet that n be obtained with a simple web search. 
Until Next T me! 
Tommy Gr is a veteran broadcast engineer cur-

rently staying bu y doing Engineering and IT nationwide, 

through "Broad ast Engineering & Technology LLC", a 
Louisiana base Consulting and Contract Engineering 
Firm, serving th US. www.BEandTcom 
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State of the Station 

Honey ... I Shrunk the Radio Station! 

by SteveCallahan 

I try to keep a pretty good eye on the FCC's Daily 
Digest. The Daily Digest is a release from the FCC, 
reporting any broadcast applications that have been re-
ceived and then later acted upon. It's a good idea to check 
it, especially if you are contemplating filing an application 
for a change in a radio station. 

One thing that I have been seeing more and more of, 
are AM stations that are seeking not an increase in power 
but rather a decrease in power. I understand that, in many 
cases, the land under a multi-tower AM array is worth 
more now as a subdivision than a radio station tower site. 
I also know, from being on both sides of a radio station's 
checkbook for many years, that the power bill for the 
transmitter site was the hardest to write each month 
because it kept going up and up. 

Once upon a time, it was expected that an AM station 
would try to improve and maximize its signal or coverage 
any way if could. Sometimes you could file for a power 
increase at the existing tower site, or perhaps squeeze in 
another tower or two at the existing non-directional site to 
go directional. Perhaps you would have to move to another 
site or utilize separate day and night sites to accomplish 
your goal. Either way, it was then unheard of that an AM 
station would file for less power and less coverage. 

I recently saw that a station, that I spent a long time 
working on to double it's power, has now filed to reduce 
power from 10,000 Watts to 400 Watts. When I got to the 
station it was an anemic 5000 Watt signal that sort of 
worked some of the time. I had the distinct pleasure of 
working with the late Ron Rackley and Don Crain on this 
power increase. The first thing they had me do was what 
I called "allocation radials." There were three co-channel 
or first adjacent signals that had to be considered before 
we went too far into the process. This meant I had to 
measure, on a direct line, the signal strength of each of 
the three other stations back to the subject station, to 
determine how much leeway there was between the two 
contours, if any. Then if there was some leeway, you did 
two more allocation radials, one to the left of the original 
and another to the right of the original to accurately fix 
the signal contour of interest. 

Armed with this information, we then generated what 
was thought would be an acceptable new power level for 
the AM station, which it turned out would be double their 
existing power and also a way to modify the existing 
three tower array with a fourth tower to push the new 
higher signal in a new direction that was desired by 
ownership and management. 

An application to the FCC was prepared and eventually 
we got a grant for the increased power. This is when the 
work really began. The physical construction took months, 
with a new tower located in a swamp and replacement of 
one of the old towers because it was badly rusted and 
damaged. Four new antenna tuning unit boxes arrived on 
the scene along with hundreds of feet of new transmission 
lines, sample lines and new control cables. A bright, new, 
shiny phasor and a new 10,000 Watt transmitter were next 
to be delivered. These new toys did not come cheap. 

When the physical plant was built to the construction 
permit requirements and the phasor was roughly ad-
justed, the first of many antenna proofs were done. A 
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proof was a series of measured signal points on radials 
out to the end of the radial. Some of the radials would 
measure nulls or minima, while others would measure 
lobes or maxima of the signal — others would be "mea-
sured radials" which would become monitor point radi-
als which I would measure monthly to chart seasonal 
effects on the array and to determine if the patterns were 
in tolerance or needed some adjustment. 

I must have performed at least 30 antenna proofs on 
that particular station that summer. Each time a phase 
reading or ratio was deviated a degree or so either way. 
Unbeknownst to me, Ron Rackley was getting ready to 
announce the new Method of Moments process of deter-
mining a station's pattern using a computer program 
rather than running the radials and doing a field proof. I 
still believe that I was a guinea pig for his Method of 
Moments testing. All of that measuring and calculating 
most have cost a fortune. 

Higher power for some stations was not only for in-
creased marketing opportunities in new areas but also 
brought with it some "bragging rights" over the competition. 

I once worked for a 50,000 Watt daytime station that 
had a six tower array of two parallel lines of three towers. 
Unfortunately, that much land, along with the FCC rule in 
effect at the time regarding blanketing interference, re-
quired the station to be located far from the metropolitan 
area. The owner's intent was to be the most powerful AM 
radio station in the state but with the two other dominant 
AM stations, each operating with 5000 Watts from inside 
the metropolitan city limits, his claim that his 50,000 Watt 
station was more powerful was hard to prove ... and hard 
to hear in the metropolitan area. 

Right around this time I was noticing that it was 
getting harder and harder to hear AM stations when there 
were some fluorescent lights nearby. I later discovered 
some appliances, spewing hash from their switching 
power supplies, also negatively affected AM reception. 
This was the start of the growing noise floor that would 
affect all AM stations. 
AM stations were in trouble and every station owner 

knew it. Radio listening changed and audience prefer-
ences were not toward AM but to FM and later to on-line 
listening. Docket 80-90 had filled the FM band to over-
flowing in some areas — which put still another nail in 
AM's coffin. The FCC, after granting FM translators to 
FM stations for many years, decided that it would help 
preserve the AM service if they too were allowed to 
operate an FM translator relaying their AM program-
ming. No AM licensee objected to such a rosy opportu-
nity and many quickly made a deal to move an existing 
translator in from 250 miles away. 

This station that I worked hard to build up filed for an 
FM translator and got an available frequency. They plan 
to reduce daytime power to 400 Watts and knock down 
two of the four towers, thereby reducing their electric bill 
and allowing for some other profitable use of most of the 
tower site's land. I don't fault their decision because, like 
I said, electricity costs money and what's the sense of 
bragging rights if no one is listening. However, it was the 
FCC's intent that the new FM translators would compli-
ment the AM station's efforts and not replace them. 
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Some AM station owners were ready to turn in their AM 
licenses because they now had an FM signal, but the FCC 
had already thought of that and it was not to be allowed 
under the current rules. 

There are some steps that AM stations can take to slow 
the fiscal bleeding each month. I had the pleasure of 
speaking at length with Kurt Gorman of Phasetek and he 
told me that he's been more than busy designing and 
building AM diplex and triplex facilities. If you have a 
tower site that is getting long in the tooth and the land 
might be worth more as a housing development, you might 
want to give Kurt a call. If you can strike up a deal with 
another friendly local AM station whose frequency is far 
enough from yours, then a diplex might be the way to go. 
I'm working on a new diplex project with Kurt and you'll 
see more about it in a future Radio Guide article. 

If you have a 5,000 Watt or more AM station, you 
really should consider adding MDCL or Modulation 
Dependent Carrier Level. When I first learned about 
MDCL, I admit hat I was a bit skeptical and had to tlearn 

t more. It's a bit nnerving to look at a remote control and 
see the output fl 
Very basically, 
tween audio pea 
concern you mi 
the transmitter 
Obviously not, 
equipped trans 
to suffer becaus 

uctuating more than it normally would. 
the transmitter carrier is turned off be-
ks thereby saving you money. The first 
ht have in mind is "Doesn't this stress 
with the constant on and off activity?" 
as I have maintained several MDCL-
utters and the transmitter doesn't seem 
of it. Just remember to turn the MDCL 

off if you are o9 in the field doing monitor points or you 
are trying to read the base current. 

I'd like to send a shout-out to Kirk Harnack who 
produces a very informative show called This Week in 
Radio Tech which is available on YouTube or 
thisweekinradiotech.com. It's become a weekly habit 
for me to see wfie his guest is on This Week in Radio Tech 
and where in the world is Kirk and what radio station is 
he visiting. Kirk has the right blend of information and 
humor to make the show move right along and keep you 
entertained while slipping in some valuable tip and 
tricks. I especially recommend that you take a look at 
TWIRT show #547. 

t Steve Callaha, CBRE, AMD, is a member of the engineer-
ing staff at Enterc m Boston. Email at: wvbf1530@yahoo.com 
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 Tips From the Field   

Prepare Yourself — and Your Tools 

by Dave Dunsmoor 

I've been doing broadcast engineering for about 45 
years now, but it's always been intermittent duty — a 
second responsibility. But at the same time, my primary 
job (FAA navigation/communication/RADAR tech) par-
alleled the broadcast industry in a general manner. The 
work environment was very similar in that I was required 
to travel to remote sites 24/7 summer and winter, callback 
at odd hours, working alone and so on. I've been retired 
for nearly a decade now, but most of the lessons learned 
at both occupations are still applicable today, even though 
the technology has changed. Particularly now that I'm 
aware of far fewer available, capable personnel in my 
immediate area, within maybe 150 miles. I know of just 
two: myself and a full time position for iHeart. So what 
follows is a generalized, yet random collection of thoughts 
that might be good conversation starters for the "new 
blood" among us. 

I was visiting with my rancher buddy the other day and 
he relayed a story to me about the Wildlife Refuge person-
nel who were doing a prescribed burn a while back, and it 
nearly got away from them. Their burn came quite close to 
burning his brother's crops and some of his out-buildings. 
The next morning, his brother called the refuge manager to 
advise that there were some hot spots that were threatening 
to again burn his fields. The manager replied that his crews 
would have to re-fill the firetruck tanks as they had not yet 
done so following the previous days activities and they 
would be out as soon as they finished that. I think the 
conversation turned a bit more terse about then. 

So what does this possibly have to do with broadcast-
ing? Don't wait to get your gear into working order — it 
could be needed sooner than you think. It's time to start 
winterizing the work truck. Of course oil and coolant are 
the normal things to check. I mean it's time to check the 
condition of the battery, the tires, the brakes, power steering 
and brake fluids, transmission fluid, and so on. The first real 
cold morning really isn't the time to find out that the battery 
connections are loose/corroded (or worse, that the three 
year old battery has failed, and won't successfully turn the 
engine over) — immediately after the station manager calls 
about an outage and you have to reply that you'll have to get 
the truck battery problem resolved, Then you'll go see about 
why he's off the air. Even confirming that the engine heater 
still works is a good idea (vehicles in the northern climates 
usually have a 120 VAC heater installed on the engine to 
facilitate starting in very cold conditions). Even if your 
engine will start at -35 F, a cold engine wears more on 
startup than a warm one. 

Another area of importance in vehicle care is finding 
the source(s) of little noises or other clues which often times 
may be intermittent. You should become adept at hearing 
and identifying which noises are important to resolve and 
which probably are not. I'll relay an example. My second-
ary 4x4 is a Dodge Durango, and this past summer I would 
occasionally find fluid on the garage floor under the car — 
I first thought air conditioner condensate. But then it 
occurred even when the A/C was not being used. Then I 
checked the radiator overflow, and sure enough it was over 
full. I had topped off all fluids earlier in the spring and 
apparently had over done it with the engine coolant. When 
the engine coolant quit dripping, I then noticed a different 
drip, so to the dealer it went, and they replaced the steering 

unit. A couple weeks later I began hearing an occasional 
creaking sound. Back to dealer and they found something 
which had not been tightened. A couple weeks later I heard 
it again, but from a different apparent location. Back to 
dealer again, and this time it took two days to find and fix 
the problem, which was loose motor mounts that the first 
guy missed. Now it's solid, and I can drive cross country, in 
snow or heat with confidence. 

And the same concept applies to your transmitters, 
STLs, audio/data paths, PCs, servers, all equipment un-
der your responsibility. Notice carefully how they sound 
and react when new and working correctly, and be very 
attentive to slight changes that may indicate a problem 
developing. 

As long as you're checking things, check the batteries 
in the DVM, check the test leads, your various cables for 
the scope, the counter, the power meter and so on. A cold 
garage is an unacceptably miserable place to be checking 
all these things. Especially when one of your clients 
stations is off the air and the clock is ticking. And while 
you're at it, just before you put the truck away for the day 
is a good time to fuel up. 

As a side note here, if you sign up for Shell Oil's 
frequent fueler program, they offer anywhere from $0.05 to 
$0.80 per gallon discount on each fill. The nickel discount 
is the most often offered, but for whatever reason, I occa-
sionally am offered the higher discounts. Don't know why, 
or what the event trigger is. It's not a big deal in the grand 
scheme of things, but it always seems like a bit of a "win." 

And this item probably won't seem to be an important 
one, but this is also a good time to wax the car/truck. I guess 
it depends on the condition of the work truck. I don't buy 
vehicles often, so try to keep 'em in as good condition as I 
can. It's that Scot ancestry, I guess. That and it looks a bit 
more professional. 

I also use this time to run the winch cable all the way out 
and attach it to an an-
chor I've drilled into 
the garage concrete 
footing. I run the winch 
cable all the way out, 
the truck being at the 
end of the driveway, 
then I wipe it down with 
cable lube as I'm pull-
ing the truck into the 
garage with the winch. 
Yes, I use leather 
gloves. No matter how 
careful I may be when 
using the winch, it 
seems that eventually 
there will be one cable 
wire that breaks and 
sticks up like a thorn. 

This will only be pertinent to some of you, but 1 also put 
the winter survival bag in the toolbox about now. It contains 
a snowmobile suit, winter boots, socks, gloves, hand warm-
ers, a couple types of warm head gear, candle in a can, and 
so on. Snow shoes, tire chains, winch chains, steel shovel, 
extension cords, a small battery charger all get stowed in the 
toolbox as well. A piece of old carpet might be useful when 

A winch anchor point 
in the garage can be useful. 

changing a tire, or investigating a noise under the vehicle, 
etc. And for winter driving, I usually carry 800-1000 lbs of 
sand bags in the back of the pickup for better general 
traction, or to break open to use on snow/ice if necessary. 

An item that may not be immediately apparent, but 
needed, is an external heat source — and not only for 
northern climates. I suppose that those of you who are 
experienced at working in mountaintop locations already 
carry a propane heater. Occasionally, or more often, the 
transmitter provides much of the building heat in the winter 
months. But if the transmitter is off, so most likely then is 
the only heat source. 
And as with the 
truck's fuel tank, the 
propane bottle(s) 
should be re-fil cd 
as soon as the 're 
empty. 

And about ev ry 
time we have he 
first snowfall, I h ve 
to re-learn how to 
drive on snow d 
ice again. When he 
friction coeffici nt 
between the ti es 
and road surfac is 
nearly non- exist nt, 
the techniques u cd 
for driving charge 
completely. Along 
with this, is remembering to watch out for other drivers who 
don't "get it" wh n the pavement is icy. You have to watch 
for them coming from a much greater distance now! 

And, I suppo e that driving in deep, dry sand of various 
desert environm ts is much the same as trying to drive in 
snow up here, t for the temperature differences. I'm 
guessing that on advantage there is that you'll be driving 
in sand year long instead of just a few months each season, 
so the re-learnin 

All these ite 
but occasionally, 
these items befor 
a lesson I learned 
miserable hike o 

isn't as necessary. 
s should seem like good common sense, 
I have to remind myself to check off all 
it gets really cold out. Warm footwear is 
the hard way about 50 years ago. I had a 
e time. I don't recall what went wrong, 

but I do rememb4r vividly how cold my feet were before I 
got back to the pickup. 

Finally, heres a topic I've not seen much, if any 
discussion about on any forum, and these may be hard 
questions to ask yourself: how's your health these days? 
Keeping the weight off? Getting regular physical check-
ups? Are you taking time out to "de-stress" yourself? Are 
you taking time to be with family, friends? Do you let 
someone know where you are late at night when working on 
some transmitter/STL, etc? Not just, "I'm at the KXYZ 
transmitter," but where is the KXYZ facility, and how does 
someone give emergency personnel accurate directions 
about how to get there quickly if necessary? 

Before I retired from a (mostly) desk job, I realized that 
I needed to find something to do to keep me busy. I picked 
up recreational rock climbing, and some occasional moun-
tain climbing. This has been quite beneficial as I've dropped 
(and kept off about 30 lbs, my blood pressure has stabilized 
to a younger man's level and I've finally realized that if I let 
stress get to a point where I'm laying in the E/R, the job 
really doesn't matter ate! Be careful out there ... and don't 
allow things to get to that point. 

Take care of small problems before they heat up to the 
point of destruction. 

Dave is most 
•for Air- 1 and I-
reached at: mtfoc't@min.midco.net 

retired, and does backup engineering 
eart Media as requested. He can be 
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TAP INTO YOUR BROADCASTS THROUGH AN EASY TO USE REMOTE WEB INTERFACE 

WITH INOVONICS' EXPANSIVE OFFERING OF REMOTE MONITORING EQUIPMENT. 
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INOMINI 635 PODS SiteStreamer' SOFIA 568 HD Radio SiteStreamcr+' 

wwwinovonicsbroadcast_com I sales@inovonicsbroadcast.ccm I 831-458-0522 

INOVONICS? 
- Quality Solutions. Competitive Prices. - Th-ee-year Factory Warranty. 

- Quick to install. Easy to Piogrom. - Quality ofter soles service. 

531 N FM Modulation Analyzer 
Direct and off- air reception. Keep a sharp 
eye on total RF signal performance. 

525N AM Modulation Analyzer 
Third generatioi AM Modulation Monitor 

designed for accurate AM readings even ir the 

presence of Hybrid Digital ( IBOC) transmissions. 

SiteStreamers 
Compact Size with Lige features. 

Powerkl web graphics & Iniernet streaming 

Dante AolP available on all SOFIAS. 

TRY OUR LIVE 

PRODUCT DEMOS! ¡le vBeley 
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Power Levels from 150W to 5kVV * VERY Affordable to Buy 
Designed with the Latest Rugged & Efficient LDMOS Amps 

PTEK Transmitters feature: 
>Direct Digital Synthesis Exciter for extraordinary sonic performance 
>True Proportional VSWR foldback 
>Frequency Agile from 87.7 to 108mHz 
>Low pass filtering for exciter or transmitter use 
>Wide Range Input from 85 to 264VAC 
>The FM300ES transmitter is FCC type certified for LPFM use 
>Built in, programmable, FSK encoder 
>Optional Webserver available for all models 
>Built In Stereo Generator with Composite and SCA inputs 
>Digital Front Panel metering and controls 

>Full Back Panel Analog Metering & Control w/Serial I/O ‘P-TEK 
>Well Cooled & Spacious Chassis with Major Parts 

Easily Accessible from the Top Cover 
>Power Levels Over 1kW Feature Hot-Swappable Power Supplies r" ADCAST TRANSMITTERS 
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The CircuitWerkes Sicon-8 Remote Monitor & Control 

D Uses Dial-up. Internet Web server or free Sicontroller Software! 

D 8 channels of meter ng, status and control (expandable to 32) 
and up to 5 ala-ms per channel. 

D No accessories necessary to control your site right out of the box. 

D Amo-ranging, auto-calibrating meters make setuo a snap. 

D Includes: Function scheduler, auto-logging & alarm reporting. 
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Internal Web Server ree Sicontroller Software 

The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal 

Web server, via telephone, auto-answering cell phone or with our 
free software. Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software 
that also includes scripting, e-mail alerts, multi- site management, 

virtual metering & much more! 

WFb-Baserf Rernot6 Controls w/5frearning Audio Option 
Introducino the SiteSentry4 (4 channel remote control). Slte5entry2 (2 channel remote control) & WAM-2 audio monitor 

D Web enabled remote controls with E relay outputs & 2 status inputs on all units. 

D MI units detect Stereo or Dual Mono Siien:e ( indeoendantly adjustable channels). 

D User-programmed relays (DPDT) close automztically or via Web cottrol 

D All products ir clude onboard temperature sensor 

D Internal logging with ontoard e-mailing. 

D Supports DOMS services and Netbios namf s 

Upgradable firmware. Keep your product current with download a ble updates! 

D Streaming audio ojeion encodes Ocg-Vorh s & dexides mp3 or Ogg-Vorbis. 

SiteSentry4 SiteSentry2 WAM-2 

RErnote Rrazdca5ting 5okt 
Discover more online at 
www.circuitwerkes.com 
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MicTel A4ic/Line to Telephone Interface 

D Outputs & nputs for telephone hamset, cellular phone or 
balanced line level at up to + 10dEm. 

D Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries. 

D High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping. 

D External power inptr: with silent, autc-switching battery backup. 

D  Individual gain control for send, receive & headphones levels. 

Unattrndrd Dial-Up Broadcasts with thr DR-IC 

)) The DR-10 is a Dial-Up remote control with balanced, telephone 

audio ir put & output that can, control many automation systems 

or your audio console for unattended remote broadcasts. 

• Our SilencerTM option removes control tones from the audio path. 

▪ Use the DPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly into the 
program path when necessary, especially for emergencies. 

RIBE1 
TelTap Pocket-Sized Manual Telephone Coupler 

D Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual telephone coupler. 

D Send or -eceive telephone audio. 

D Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great addition to 
your remote kit for main or backup capabilities. 

Lots MorE Circuit-Week-es F'robiEm SofvErs 
D Tianscon-16 • Move up to 16 contact closures from room to rocm over an audio cable 

I 

D DT-232 - Turns DTMF sequences into user-programir edl serial outputs & action steps. 

D F K Encoders, decocers, tranceivers and co Itacl-to-FSK eicoÉersIdecoders. j 

D SUB-03 Subaudible tone decoder and SEN-6 Subaudible encocer. 

D HC-2 telephone autocoupler and AC-12 rack of autocou piers 

DTMF-1I6 and DS-8 DTMF tone decoders. 

Find F If product info & down:oadablE manuals onlinE at vvvvvv.circuitvverkEs.com. 352-335-6555 



Network Management 
Improving Network Security Posture 

by Chris Ark — CBT 

Not a week goes by where you don't hear about 
cyber-attacks on both private and government infra-
structures. Attacks are becoming more sophisticated and 
stealth in nature. Operating in this new reality requires 
businesses, both large and small, to take an honest 
inventory of their cyber security shortcomings and de-

velop a plan to keep their networks secure. This article 
discusses actions you could take to improve your network's 
security posture. 

User Privileges 
Standard Users 

Cyber terrorist prey on network environments with 
laxed standard user security policies, in hopes that a 
distracted end-user opens a malicious file. With el-

evated privileges, this code may now have the ability to 
install software or have a deeper reach into your net-
work. Standard end-users should never have the ability 
to perform administrative tasks within your network 

environment. Consider performing an audit and revoke 
elevated privileges for any user that does not require 
them to perform their assigned duties. That includes 
your PD, GM, and Sales dept. I know their heads will 
explode but the benefits outweigh the inconvenience. 
Plus, you will make it harder for the end-user to acciden-

tally delete critical system files and "blue screen" their 
computer. 

Admin Users 
Network administrators need to be cautious too. Ad-

ministrator accounts (a-account) should only be utilized 
when making administrative changes to endpoints, servers, 
or appliances. Network administrators using their a-ac-
count to perform non-admin daily tasks poses the same risk 
as a standard user having elevated privileges. Sure, IT 
professionals are more cautious than most, but are still 
human and make mistakes. 

Isolating Networks 
Most large companies have informational security 

(infosec) policies that act as the framework for how devices 
are configured and isolated from one another. This isolation 
is achieved by placing divisional devices onto their own 
network. This is done in part to restrict access of unautho-
rized users and to slow the proliferation of malicious code, 
in the event of intrusion. If your station is on a single 

network and divisional devices are not segmented, you 
instantly increase the scope of business impact. 

Simple example: a sales rep clicks on an email attach-
ment from an unknown sender titled "IOCXX-FM Ad Buy." 

The attachment actually contains a malicious executable. 
Depending on the state of your user privileges and antivirus, 
the executable begins to run in the background and tries to 
propagate and infect your entire network. It would be bad 
enough if your enterprise network would be held for ran-

som, but it's made 100 times worse when your broadcast 

network is too. 
Some smaller broadcasters say they cannot afford, or 

simply do not need to increase their security posture. That 
it costs too much to implement or think, "why would a cyber 
terrorist attack me? They couldn't extort enough money to 

make it worth th ir while." I say they cannot afford not to. 
And the why? Jtst because they can. Smaller broadcasters 

are very much a rget by cyber terrorists and become more 
vulnerable ever); day. You need to minimize your risk and 
exposure by isol I ting your divisional devices onto separate 

networks. 
There are m y cost-effective routers that allow you to 

create VLAN s bnets with built-in firewalls. I have the 
Cisco RV340 ro ter on one of my client's setups. For about 

$250, and a weekends worth of work, we were able to 
isolate office, broadcast, loT, and security device traffic 
onto completel separate networks. Of course, network 
segmentation is iot a silver bullet to fighting bad actors. 
However, it is a important piece of the puzzle. 

Antivirus Software 

Enterprise Networks 
We can all agree that it is standard practice to deploy 

antivirus softwitre on enterprise network servers and 
endpoints. The are typically Internet facing and con-

stantly exchang data from external sources. They pose 
the greatest risk o your network environment and should 
be monitored f r malicious activity. Most large to me-

dium broadcast utfits purchase 3rd party antivirus soft-
ware. In part so hey can leverage additional features and 
offerings such s Roles-Based Access & Control and 
enterprise clas support. Smaller broadcasters in the 
Windows envi nment tend to rely on Window De-
fender. (Continued on Page 28) 

Coaxial Dynamics 
A CDI INDUSTRIES, INC COMPANY 

SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS 

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been a leading manufacturer of 
precision equipment for the measurement and termination of 
RF Power since 1969. Our equipment is used by engineers 
in a wide variety of applications throughout the world. 

Our products include: 

•Directional Wattmeters for both Analog & Digital applications 
from 1 W to 100 kW and from 2 MHz to 2.3 GHz. 

•VVattchman RF Monitor/Alarm Systems. 

'Line Sections & Plug- In Elements. 

'RE Loads - Dry, Oil, Water, and Air designs up to 200 kW. 

•Low Pass Filters & Power Sensors. 

6800 Lake Abram Drive, Middleburg Hts., Ohio 44130, USA 
440-243-1100 • Toll Free: 1-800-COAXIAL • Fax: 440-243-1101 
E- Mail: sales@coaxial.com • Web Site: www.coaxial.com 

'Broadcast Equipment • 
Wattchman - High Power Wattmeters - Elements 

'Line Sections tk Meters. 

'Termination Loads' 
Dry - Oil - Water - Air 
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Netwr' Management 

— Continued from Page 26 — 

Windows Defender has come a long way and has a 
relatively high success rate with threat detection. However, 
if using Windows Defender, make sure that it's actually 
enabled. Too often I see folks assuming it's enabled, but it is 
actually disabled, poking one more holes into your network. 
Regardless of your antivirus solution, if you do not have a 
central dashboard showing the status of your antivirus agents, 
go around to every server and endpoint to ensure it's antivirus 
is enabled and has the latest security definitions. 

Broadcast Networks 
Installing antivirus software on broadcast servers and 

endpoints, well, that can split a room. As broadcast engineers 
and IT professionals, it is our responsibility to keep the 
station on air 99.9% of the time. When something threatens 
that up time, we tend to proceed with an abundance of 
caution. Unfortunately, antivirus software has been known to 
incorrectly flag and stop system services and processes. 
Depending on the service or process stopped (and the pro-
gram impacted), this has a real potential to take you off air. 
One school of thought is that, if a broadcast network is 
isolated properly —meaning that it does not have direct access 
to or from the outside world — you should not need to install 
antivirus software. 

Although I agree with this in theory, I would ask 1) how 
strong are your firewall policies? and 2) have you considered 
the human element? because you may not be as secure as you 
think. Schedule time with your IT firm or firewall team to 
perform an initial review of open ports on your firewalls. 
Ensure that only required ports are open. I encourage you to 
make a spreadsheet of required ports and perform annual 
reviews. Port requirements change and you need to minimize 

your exposure. As for the human element, if your IT staff uses 
jump drives to transfer files and software updates to broadcast 
servers and endpoints, you need antivirus protection. Your 
"isolated network" isn't so isolated after all. 

I'm not suggesting that you run out right this minute and 
throw antivirus software on your main playout server. I am 
suggesting that you consider developing an antivirus strategy 
in your broadcast network. One approach could be deploying 
an antivirus solution that allows Monitor Only mode. Here 
you can create a pilot test group comprised of backup ma-
chines or DevNM machines. Apply updated security defini-
tions to this group but do not enforce the new definitions. 
Observe how these new definitions interact with systems 
processes and service. Add false positive to the exceptions 
list and, once satisfied, enforce the policies. Observe for 
another week and if all goes well, push the exceptions list and 
updated security definitions to your production environment 
and enforce the definitions. Antivirus isn't a silver bullet but 
is another component to network security. 

loT Devices 
Cyber criminals love to leverage out-of-date firmware on 

loT devices. Out-of-date firmware can contain exploits that 
grant access to entire networks with elevated permissions. 
Take printers for example. Printer firmware updates probably 
are not at the top of the to-do list for most admins. The printer 
works just fine but over time the firmware becomes outdated. 
This outdated firmware now houses an old version of a protocol 
that is a known threat'vector (e.g., SNMP 1 & 2). Make a list 
of loT devices connected to your network and ensure that their 
firmware is up to date. From there, make checking loT device 
firmware part of your maintenance routine. 

Internet Facing Appliances 
I'll keep this short, as this typically only applies to 

smaller broadcasters. You should never have a device within 

your infrastructure be directly accessible from a public IP 
address. Many smaller broadcasters utilize public facing 
static IP addresses provided by their ISPs when setting up a 
new point-to-point STL IP codec or access to a transmitter 
GUI. It's faster and cheaper than creating a VPN tunnel, but 
what could it cost you in the long run? Something as simple 
as not changing factory default usemames and passwords on 
an appliance could give away the keys to the kingdom. The 
only public facing equipment in your network should be your 
modem. I f this sounds like your facility, consider the benefits 
of deploying a V TN solution for remote access and tunneling 
between sites. 

Infrastructure Resiliency and Disaster Recovery 
What would you do if your company's network infra-

structure were being held for ransom? Would you pay the 
ransom or rebuild your entire network? For some compa-
nies, paying the ransom would put them completely out of 
business and does not even guarantee your files will be 
decrypted. 

Rebuilding an entire network infrastructure from scratch 
could take weeks, if not months, and cost tens of thousands 
of dollars. Plus, broadcast software and appliances can be 
difficult to configure. In some cases, a near impossible task 
without the man ufacture or software developer. 

Some of this pain could have been avoided had a proper 
infrastructure resiliency and/or disaster recovery plan been 
in place. For my facility, every database and appliance/ 
software config uration is backed up to both the cloud an 
offsite hard drive. Same can be said for hard drive clones 
of my broadcast-critical servers and endpoints. In the event 
you get hit with ransomware, these backups afford you the 
option to not pay a ransom and resume normal broadcast 
operation much faster than if you had to build everything 
from scratch. If you don't already have plan in place, the 
time to start planning is now. - Radio Guide 
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The Reporter. 
Remotes are hard. After hauling out the kit, connecting everything, 
searching for power, finding working Internet, double-checking the 
algorithms and bit rate, you call the studio and worder if it'll work. 

Meet CallMe. No kits to carry, cables to pull, or apps to install; it runs in the 
browser on any smartphone, tablet or computer. Ah — we hear your gears 
turning. That's right: everyone has a broadcast codec in their pocket, on 

their desk, or in their bag. And they already know how to use it! 

Imagine texting or emailing anyone on the planet a lirk. They click it, and 
they're instantly in your studio. Use it for breaking news, artist interviews, 
VIP guests, sporting events, sponsored promotions. Use your imagination. 
You even get your own custom-branded Web portal for listeners. 

C atIM e -T 

The studio side of CallMe is this brilliant little box. Notice the lack 

of buttons and screens? There's nothing to adjust, no menu trees to 
climb, no parameters to twiddle. That's because it's designed to do 
exactly one thing: make fast, flawless IP audio connections. And the 

sound quality is amazing, thanks to the OPUS algorithm. Rock- solid, 
reliable, and ready for air. 

And since you're wondering, yes, CallMe is compatible with pretty 
much all of the other codecs out there — even those needlessly 
complex and expensive ones. 

Visit AngryAudio.comicallme to learn more. 

rç , 2021 Angry Audio LLC to wwwangryaudio.com 



System Solutions 
Take Command! 

Using Tried and True System Commands 

by Jim Turvaville 

I was a bit concerned that the subject of this article 
would certainly date me, but then everyone who knows me 
already knows that I'm an old curmudgeon, so then it really 
doesn't matter <g>. And since what we're discussing is also 
really cool and helpful, maybe that will compensate just a 
bit. Yes, we're talking about using your Command Prompt 
to work smarter instead of harder, and be a lot more 
efficient in your daily routines. 

The subject came to mind recently, when I was hanging 
around one of my clients who happens to be extremely 
versed in Linux, and even writes customized software for 
their ministry. He has four blade servers with more than a 
dozen VM instances on each (some are mirrors for redun-
dancy) with all of the partitions running Linux for their four 
radio operations. While I claim next to no knowledge or 

skill in Linux, most all of the administration for the systems 
are still done on the Command Line, and watching him 

work reminded me of just how much I still use Command 
Line actions to work in my PC world — and how many things 
Ido with it that make things quick and easy. So I thought I'd 
share some of my regular go-to Command Line tips in hopes 
they will help you as well. 

From the inception of Disc Operating System (DOS) in 
the 80's, PC operations have been based on functions which 
originate in a Command Line environment. It was IBM who 
launched MS-DOS 1.0 in 1981, but Microsoft was a co-

developer and they were both in unity with the DOS product 
until 1983 when the 2 companies went in different directions. 
When Windows premiered in 1985, it was simply an exten-
sion of MS-DOS, which ran all of the applications and 
commands. In fact, Windows lx, Windows 2x, Windows 3x, 
Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows Me all were con-
sumer-directed Operating Systems and were all dependant 
on the MS-DOS running in the background for most all of the 
functions of the OS. In the early 90's, Microsoft began 
developing a non-MS-DOS based OS which was a revamped 
version of the IBM/Microsoft earlier industrial collaboration 
called "OS/2" which supported multiple users and multiple 
processor architectures. That generation of OS releases, 
which were called Windows NT 3x, Windows NT 4x and 
finally Windows 2000, demonstrated the power of the new 
base operating system, and when Windows XP was released 
to the public in 2001, it was the first consumer release of 
Windows based on the non-MS-DOS operating system. 

However, in all of that time period, there still remained 
the base of a Command line operating system which could 
be accessed through the Windows environment. In the 
Operating Systems, which were running over MS-DOS, it 
was easy and logical to enter and execute those commands. 
But even in XP and newer Windows versions, that Com-
mand Prompt has still been accessible and functional. In all 
Windows versions up to and including Windows 10, a 

simple keystroke of"Win-R" (the "Windows" key, usually 
between the Ctrl and Alt keys on your standard keyboard, 
plus the "R" key) will open the "Run" box which will allow 
you instant access to the underlying System Prompt. Then 
simply typing "Find" and hitting enter will give you the 

system prompt ox on screen. 
By default, indows opens the Command Line in the 

CAUseretuser ame file directory, where lusernamel is 
your local user ame. Generally that is where I want to be 
for most all of th things I use the Command Prompt for, and 
from there, the orld is at your fingertips. Just remember 
that this is one those instances where your High School 
English teacher ould remind you that "spelling counts," 
since those Co mand Line functions do exactly what you 
tell them to do and a missed keystroke here and there 
(known as syn errors) are 100% unforgiving. There are 
a myriad of co plicated YouTube videos out there with a 
host of these co mands, as there are hundreds of them that 
are still fully nctional in Windows. But even in my 
decades of deaf g with PC's, very few of those have any 
day-to-day func ion for me. But these I list here are the ones 
I use most, and ost of these are for network and Internet 
troubleshooting which tends to be a lot of the root of our 
problems with mputers. 

ipconfig 
This simple 

your basic IP co 
network adapte 
adaptors on my 
mask and defaul 
setting up netw 
address assigne 
need to know ev 

ommand typed on the prompt line will echo 
figuration on that computer for all hardware 
Mine echoes both my wireless and wired 

laptop, with the local IP address, subnet 
gateway. This is extremely helpful if I'm 
rk connections and need to know the IP 
to this specific computer. If you have the 
n more, then the command of ipconfig/all 

(Continued on Page 32) 
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System olutions 

- Continued from Page 30 - 

will echo a couple of pages of extensive detail about all of 
your network parameters, including MAC address of each, 
DHCL lease times, Manufacturer of the hardware, etc. Like 
all Command line programs, the ipconfig/? command will 
give you a list of what options are available. 

ping 
The ping command is helpful mostly in a local network 

environment, to see if you have physical connection to 
another device. Although it is a feature in all routers to be 
able to set to deny ping requests from outside addresses, 
that is rarely done on internal devices. This makes ping 
useful in troubleshooting network connectivity, say to a 
printer. At the Command Prompt just typing ping 
192.168.1130 would tell me if my computer was seeing my 
network printer connected at that address. If it does not, 
then I need to start looking at my own network adapter 
settings, trace a network cable, or check for a problem with 
a network switch. The ping command also works for 
Internet connectivity testing; specifically I use it to see if 
the outside world is on the other side of my router. I can type 
ping 8.8.8.8 and it will ping the Google DNS server at that 
address, something I know does not have external ping 
turned off. Ping is also helpful to test your local DNS 
settings; by pinging a known URL you can know whether 

your DNS is configured to translate that URL into a 
traceable IP address. That similar example above would be 
to type ping google.com and see if your selected DNS 
server can find Google.com at 172.217.1.42 If not, then you 
have DNS problems, either in your own computer, your 
router, or wherever you have your DNS settings pointed. 

This has often told me when my ISP had DNS problems 
because I could ping an outside IP address just fine, but not 

the corresponding URL. 

traced 
The tracert command is an abbreviation of "Trace 

Route" which will display the hops that your connection 
makes to get from your device to the destination. It is often 
an eye-opening view ofjust how contorted the "web" is, and 
how many connections it takes to get from here to there. The 

command works much like ping, in that you can use either 
direct IP address or URL on the command line to initiate the 
trace. For example, typing tracert google.com will first 
echo the IP address of the destination (showing that your 
DNS settings are working) and then begin the trace up to 30 
hops between you and Google. In my test at home, that 
command took only 10 steps from Texas to wherever 
Google is located (maybe in California?) and did it in 120 
milliseconds. Not bad, if I have to say, for living off the grid 
and on the net <g>. One other cool feature of tracert is that 
I can get the name of the other devices in my local network; 
when I type tracert 192.168.11.30 it will echo "Tracing 

Route to HPLJ400" which is the NETBIOS friendly name 
of my printer. 

ren 
If you've got a stubborn file that you've downloaded 

that won't open, then you may want to change the file 
extension to one which will work for you, something that 
Windows may be hesitant to let you do just by clicking 
"rename." This is where the ren or "rename" command 
comes in handy. Since I work off my desktop for anything 
temporary, it is also my default download location. At the 
Command Prompt I just type cd \ desktop and hit enter and 
it will change the prompt to be at my desktop. Then that 

stubborn file that was downloaded as invoce.dcx that needs 
to be invoice.doc can be easily manipulated. The command 
of ren invoice.dcx invoice.doc and hitting Enter will 
instantly change the extension on the file, and the icon on 
my desktop will also change to reflect that it's now a Word 
doc that I can click and open. If that file happened to be in 

the Downloads flder, then the command of cd \downloads 
at the prompt w uld get me to my Downloads folder where 
I could exercise the same renaming command. 

dir 
At any pro 

the directory lis 
and know the c 
If you only nee 
dir *.pdf will li 
dir command, i 
files to read, ad 
page at a time; 
And you can co 
/p to see a list 
page at a time. 

pt, typing dir and hitting Enter will scroll 
*ng all of the files there, so you can be sure 
ect name to type for the rename process. 

to see one file type on the list, then typing 
only PDF files in that directory. With any 
the screen moves too fast or has too many 
ing the page command will let you see one 
with the command dir /p and then Enter. 
bine commands as needed, like dir *.doc 
f all the documents in that directory, one 

exit 
And when you're done, you don't even have to use the 

mouse to find that red "X" in the top right corner. Just type 
exit at the prompt and when you press Enter the box goes 
away. Then you can just go on your way, having solved the 
problems of the entire world, or at least the little part you are 
working in today; and no one needs to know your secret. 

Jim "Turbo" Turvaville is semi- retired from 42 years in full-
time Radio Engineering and lives in Rural Wheeler County Texas in 
a "tiny house" where he maintains a small clientele of stations 
under his Turbo Technical Services (www.jimturbo.net) operation 
providing FCC application preparation and field work. 
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shop Talk by Steve Tuzeneu, CBT 1.1\ 

Misc. Tech-Tips and Thoughts 
Cisco Switches 

For the longest time I have heard many great things 

about how good Cisco routers and switches are. I have 
never heard anything bad about them. In every discus-
sion I have had with IT people, these were the products 
that were considered top of the line. There may be routers 
and switches that are as good, or better, but I am not 
aware of them. 

It's important to note that I have not had any experience 
with Cisco switches, and my impression is based on 
hearsay. You can draw a conclusion on a piece of technol-
ogy based on what other people say, and carry those 
thoughts and impressions with you for many years. 

While I still think Cisco makes great products, my 
thinking has been changed a little based on indirect expe-

rience. While I have not actually logged in and attempted 
to set up one of their products, I did have some personal 

experience listening to my IT guy. 
We purchased a Cisco switch for use with our new on-

air computer system because they specified a particular 
make and model that works best with their equipment. 

My first education came when I assumed the computer 
company had set up this expensive switch to work with 
their equipment. My IT guy set me straight. 

It took nearly an entire day of my experienced IT guy 
to learn he could not configure our new switch. His next 

step was to go through a couple of levels of support. After 

three days and several Cisco technicians, our switch was 
finally configured and ready to use. 

If you ever have the opportunity to configure a Cisco 
switch — don't! Unless you have a certification in the 
particular switch or product from them you plan to use at 
your station, get someone to do it for you. You will use 
up a lot of time attempting to configure it, only to learn 
it's going to take someone with more experience than 

you have. 

Configuring Cisco switches, at least the one we have, 
is not for the amateur. If you are setting up new AolP 
studios and you have Cisco switches as part of your 
network, put it in your budget to hire someone who is 
certified on that particular switch. Doing so will save you 

a lot of time and aggravation. 

Feed Horn Fix 
On at least two occasions, over the last twenty years or 

so, I have had to clean out the "throat" of a satellite dish's 
feed horn. As you may know, wasps or bees like to make 
use of that area to build a nest, and when they do, you will 
lose your satellite signal. It's amazing how much a wasp or 
bee's nest can attenuate your receive signal to the point 
where it is useless. 

A few months ago, at the station where I am the general 
manager and ci ief engineer, one of my staff informed me 
that one of our satellite dishes was not receiving its signal. 
When I went out there, I found a nest in the throat of the 
feed horn. After cleaning the nest out of the feed horn, I 
looked around for something to allow the signal in and 
keep the bees out. 

What I fo 
aerosol can of g 
red cap and ins 
very nicely and 

d and used was a plastic cap from an 
ue. The can was nearly empty, so I took the 
rted it in the feed horn (see picture). It fit 
didn't have to use adhesive or tape of any 

(Continued on Page 36) 
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Shop Talk -Lt. 

Misc. Tech-Tips and Thoughts 

— Continued from Page 34 — 

kind to keep it there. Every now and then I go out and check 
on it, and it is still there. A few minutes of work is going 
to save time later. When cleaning out the feed horn, be sure 
to bring wasp spray. 

SSD 
Solid State Drives, also known as SSDs, are a great 

improvement over the SATA drives. SATA drives were 
great in their day, but SSDs have boosted computer perfor-
mance greatly. A computer with an SSD is much faster 
than an old computer with a SATA drive. In fact, SATA 
drives are quickly fading into the sunset, and SSDs are 
becoming more commonplace. 

One fellow engineer expressed his concern over the 
longevity of a solid state drive. 

I recently discovered an application that is supposed to 
enable you to check just how much life your SSD has left. 
If you are interested and have the time, visit this website: 
https://crystalmarkinfo/en/software/crystaldiskinfo/ 

Potential Privacy Problem 
This portion of my column does not deal with technical 

issues, but it is an area that all engineers are concerned 
about: privacy. There is something going on in our govern-
ment that would require banks to reveal your every finan-

cial move to Uncle Sam. Please don't misunderstand; this 
has nothing to do with partisan politics and everything to 

do with your right to privacy. If you don't want our 
government watching your every financial move, then 
check out this information I learned about from a bank in 
the Midwest: https://icba.quorum.us/campaign/ 

IRSprivacy/ 

Mentors Wanted 
If you have read my column before, you know that I 

am a member of the Society of Broadcast Engineers 
(SBE). It is a great organization, and I am proud to be a 
member. Wiely Boswell, who also writes for Radio 
Guide and is the Chief Engineer of Faith Broadcasting in 
Montgomery, Alabama, made a statement that was true 
20 years ago, and it is still true today. He said, in the July-
August 2021 issue: "There really are not enough broad-

cast engineers to go around." 
The SBE is attempting to do something about the lack 

of enough engineers, and you can help. If you have some 
time to spare and care enough about the shortage of 
engineers in our fine country, you should volunteer to be 
a mentor. A mentor gives a few hours a month to help a 
new, or even experienced, engineer learn about engineer-
ing. While I think the need is great-
est in radio broadcast engineering, 
I believe that television broadcast-
ing needs engineers as well. 

Each mentor, or "Elmer" as we 
call them in amateur radio, answers 
those questions a new, or experi-
enced, engineer wants to ask someone but doesn't know 

who to ask. Cathy Oroz, education director with the SBE, 
places mentors with mentees. It's a great way to help 
develop a new pool of engineers. We all know the need is 

great, and if you can help out, please send Cathy an email 

at this address: corosz@sbe.org 

Source for Engineers 
I often read of people looking for an engineer for their 

radio station or group. Whenever I see these posts, I 
suggest that person contact the SBE. This organization 
helps companies looking for help by listing their openings 
on the website and also has a place where engineers 
looking for work can post a resume. Whether you are 
looking to hire, or you are seeking employment, start with 
the SBE. If there are no candidates, or no jobs that meet 
your needs, you can always ask the staff at the main office 

in Indianapolis, ndiana, how to contact a chapter near you. 
That local chapter may be able to help you find an engineer 
in your area that may be just the person you are looking for, 

or a job for an engineer seeking work. 

Looking for Input 
Are you an ngineer who has learned something new? 

Maybe you dis vered a cool app that you love having on 
your smartpho e. Or perhaps you found some software 
that is very hel ful. Whatever gem you may have discov-
ered, I would 1 e hearing from you. Feel free to contact 
me at stuzeneu sbe.org; your useful information will be 

appreciated by y readers and me. 
Thanks for reading my column. I hope you found 

something inter sting or useful. 
The though s, ideas, and opinions in this column are 

my own, and do not necessarily reflect the views of Radio 
Guide or its pu lisher. 

Steve Tuze u, CBT, is the general manager and chief 
engineerfor WI S 104.9 FM in Middletown, Connecticut. 
He is a memb of the SBE, and an extra class radio 
amateur. 
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Small Market Guide 

The Small Market Landscape After Covid 

by Roger Paskvan 

The business world has changed and maybe not for 

the better. Covid leaves no one behind and small 
market stations have felt this mighty blow. 

Have you tried to hire anyone lately? It's like the 
work force disappeared and doesn't want to come to 
work. Our station has had a sales opening for two and 
one half months, and not one applicant has surfaced. 
We are desperately running ads once an hour all day 
and even stooping to help wanted ads in the local 
paper. We posted ads on our web site and with Indeed. 
It's like no one wants a job. We pay well, with medical 
and 401K, but no one seems to care. The job just sits 

there — vacant. 
For a while we could blame the current Washing-

ton administration for the $300 weekly bonus to the 
unemployed. Now, that is over and still no one wants 

to work. Are there too many social programs willing to 
give free handouts to those who choose to sit home 

every day and wait for a check? I wish we knew the 
answer because then we could work on a solution to 
this problem. This employment thing isn't just small 
market; it is everywhere including the big cities. If you 
walk down the street in any major town, large or small, 
every other store has "help wanted" on the door. 

Now let's look at wages. Yes, the current adminis-
tration has made an effort to hike up wages to a 
minimum of $ 15 
per hour. Radio, 
especially in 
small markets, 
can't afford to 
pay a green new 
DJ $ 15 per hour 
and survive. $ 15 
wages have also 
pushed the res-
taurant prices 
through the roof. 
The same 17 year olds flipping hamburgers at McDonalds 
have just moved the cost of Big Macs to $ 10. So where 
is this all going? Up ... up ... and away! 

In small market, these businesses are especially 
hit hard since the work pool and the number of 
customers is limited. Small market radio stations 
have to make it on a very tight budget and that margin 

is forever getting thinner. Yesterday, I talked with a 
restaurant owner/client about his limited hours. They 
are not happy to have to close in the middle of the day, 

but there is no help available. He also alluded to the 
fact that, at 55 years old, he has been putting in 13 
hour days for the past three weeks. He said, "I can't 

keep this up forever. I can't find any help and I'm 
paying $ 17 per hour." Of course, this thing translates 
into no money for ad purchases. This means no 
income for s Ilmarket radio stations that are forced 
to stay on the kir, eighteen hours a day by FCC rule. 
Yes, even if w wanted to, we don't have the privilege 
of shutting of in the middle of the day or at 6:00 p.m. 
and going home. Wouldn't that be nice, especially in 

January? 
t The so call d second wave of the pandemic, if real, 

is not helping ings return to some sense of normality. 

Scars of vacc ne mandates, mask requirements, and 
just general h steria, is not doing the radio market-
place any goo. The constant political proposals com-

ing out of Washington such as raising the corporate tax 
rate on busine ses during a pandemic can only make 
things worse. o one needs more expenses when they 
can't find any elp. This just makes it harder for small 
market busine ses to recover. Indirectly, it affects our 
small market r dio station's bottom line and that hurts 
all of us. 

I wish I c uld offer permanent solutions but the 
problem is much bigger than small market. There are 

some that say, there may be an effort to extend this 
marketplace condition for political reasons but that's 
a whole new topic for another day. 

Roger Pas an is a Professor of Mass Communi-

cations at Benridji State University, Bemidji, MN. You 
may contact h m at: rpaskvan@bemidjistate.edu 
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Now available in the LISA exclusívelj from Progressive Concepts. Progressive Concepts has been 

‘9our one-stop shop for ever,9thing in FM broadcasting for over 30 Years! Progressive Concepts 
also has a complete line of FM broadcast Antennas, Coaxial Cables, Mixing boards and Consoles, 

ON-AIR warning lights, and much more! Call, click, or stop 6j toda9 for more information! 

PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS 305 SOUTH BARTLE-TT ROAD, STREAMWOOD, IL 60107 (630)736-9822 

wwwaprogressive-concepts.corn 
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AM Diplexers Triolexers 
Analog or HD 

U1114.50 Dehydralor 
•1 -6 Air Cutlets 

-300 l/hour flow rate 
' -MTBF: 165,000 Haurs 

-Dual compressors 8( 
drying chambers 

Email: ktUkintronic.com 

Kin tsôñic LabsTM 
registered company 

of Kmtronic Labs 

Meow loads, 10 MHz 
5 - 75  

Tel: 1-423-878-3141 Web: www.kintronic.com 

Why Not Switch to Complete FM / TV Product Line 

Coax switches available in 
Type- N and 7/16 DIN and 
7/8" through 6-1/8" 

• Antennas 

• Splitters 

• Notch Filters 

• Harmonic Filters 

• Power combiners 

• Channel combiners 

• N + 1 Switching Matrix 

Contrcl panels available. 

A subsidiary of mEGA\ 
RF Solutions 

Toll Free: 800-545-0608 www.mcibroadcast.corn www.megaind.corn 
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Transmitter Sitt., 
output impedance. If we connect them in parallel, then 
the resultant output impedance will be 25 Ohms. 

Combiners in Solid-state Transmitters 
Part 2: High Power Combiners 

by John L. Maroon, CBRE CBTE 8VSB Specialist 

In Part 1 of Combiners (Radio-Guide, March-
April 2021), I talked about the three most common 
types of combiners used in Solid-state AM transmit-
ters. In this issue, I will discuss about two combiners, 
or couplers, that are not as widely used in AM but are 
used in high power FM transmitters. Combining two 
signals is not as straightforward as it seems. For 
example, we may connect two transmitters in series or 
parallel to get a higher power output. However, doing 
so may result in fireworks or the transmitters may 
simply shutdown. There is no isolation in simply 
connecting amplifiers in series or parallel. Instead of 
going into the load, the output currents can circulate 
between the amplifiers. Impedance mismatches be-
tween the units can also cause problems. 

The Hybrid Combiner 
One type that is often used in high power applica-

tion is the Hybrid Coupler. This is not only used in FM 
but also in higher frequencies. In fact, in Television 
transmitters, we mostly find either Wilkinson or hy-

brid combiners. When we read "hybrid," we often 
think about two different things fused or joined to-
gether. The first thing in my mind when I hear that 
word is a hybrid car, where there are two sources of 
drive train — one is the internal combustion engine and 
the other one is the electric motor. Incidentally, in my 
readings, I did not find the reason why this is called a 
"hybrid." However, we will see later a few possible 
reasons why it was named as such. 

There are a number of coupler/splitter that are 
hybrids and are called different names. There is the 
branch line combiner, rat race, Gysel, etc. The one we 
are interested in is the 3 dB coupler, also called the 90-
degree, or Quadrature hybrid (Figure 1). This hybrid 

combiner is a four-port device. As a combiner or 
coupler, two of the ports are the inputs, the third port 

is the output and the fourth is the isolated or ISO port. 

Figure 1 — Schematic symbol of the 
90-degree hybrid combiner. 

How does it work? When used to combine two 
identical amplifiers, the output will be the sum of the 

two inputs and there will be zero power in the ISO 
port. A load or resistor is connected to the ISO port 

and this load is called the reject load or the waster 

resistor. Since the output is the sum, any of the inputs 
is half (-3 dB) the power of the output. That is why it 
is called the 3-dB combiner. One important thing to 
remember is that the two inputs should be out of phase 
by 90°. When any one of the inputs goes to zero, then 
the power from the other input is divided between the 
reject load and the output. In other words, if you lose 
one of the amplifiers, the power goes down to a 
quarter of the full power output. 

The load also starts to get hot because of the power 
dissipation. The load is therefore rated a least above 
half of one amplifier (usually it is rated much higher) 
A fan blower is needed for the reject load if the other 
amplifier is not restored or if there is an imbalance in 
the amplifiers. 

Now, I think it is named "hybrid" because the two 
output ports are kind of "hybrid" in a sense that in 
normal conditions, only one has power but once there 
is imbalance in the inputs, both of them have some 
power. You may also say that it is called "hybrid" 
because the inputs are of different phase. 

In low-level signal FM amplifiers, they often used 
Wilkinson combiners but in high power combining, 
they use this hybrid combiner. One application of this 
device is in co-located FM stations with a single 
broadband antenna. The combiner system in this con-
figuration also has a system of cavity filters before 
being connected to the transmission line and antenna. 
The filters are used to isolate the signals of the two 
transmitters from each other. 

Figure 2 — Simplified diagram of a two-station to one 
antenna combiner system. Multiple hybrid combiners and 
filters are used for more than two stations. 

One other example of using this coupler is in the 
high level combining of an analog and digital FM 
transmitter. The analog signal is usually a high-power 

output transmitter while the digital signal is only in the 
hundreds of Watts level. Because these two signals are 
not identical, there will be power in the reject load. 

This wasted power is usually included in the computa-
tion of the total power output of both the analog and 
digital transmitters. 

The "Egyptian Tee" Combiner 
This combiner is also for two transmitters or ampli-

fiers of the same power, impedance and phase. Take, 
for example, two transmitters, each with a 50-Ohm 

50 Ohms 50 Ohms 

To match this 25-Ohm impedance to a 50-Ohm 
load, we can use an L-type matching network: 

+j25 

Going back again to the two transmitters, we can 
split the +j25 inductance for each of them and because 
they are in parallel, each transmitter will have a +j50 
series inductance: 

Cl 
+150 +j50 

C2 

Also, the voltages at C 1 and C2 are of equal 
magnitude and we can actually connect a series resis-
tor and capacitor between these junctions without 
affecting the circuit. In our example, a -j50 capacitor 

and the 50-Ohm resistor are used: 

Cl 

If Tx2 is o 
on the right si 
upper 50-0h 
+j50 coil and 
each other. 

150 50 Ohms 

t (open circuit), then the +j50 inductor 
e of the "Tee" will be in series with the 
resistor and the -j50 capacitor. The 

the -j50 capacitor effectively cancel 

— Continued on Page 42 — 
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Antenna 
Systems 

PSI is dedicated to dedg-nirtg' and manufacturing the 

highest quality product. Working diligently with 

station engineers, consultants and outside vendors 

ensures that each project is completed to the 

customer's satisfaction. 

Wide range of antenna models are available 
at all power levels, directional and 

non-directional, multi-station and more. 

Additional products include.. 

Transmission Line 

Combiners 

Filters 

Turnkey Systems 

Phone: (814) 472 - 5540 Fax: (814) 472 - 5676 
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9r-ansmitter Site 

Combiners in Solid-state Transmitters 

— Continued from Page 40 — 

The circuit then becomes: 

To get the result for the upper parallel circuit, we 

multiply j50 ( 50) / (50 +j50) by ( 50-j50) / ( 50-j50). 

The result is 50^3(j+1))/[2*(50^2)] = 25 +j25. On 

the other hand, the bottom parallel circuit of RL and 

capacitor -j50 are equal to 25-j25. The resultant 
impedance is 25+j25+ (25-j25) or = 50 Ohms. This 

total impedance matches the impedance of the Tx I. 

If Tx2 is shorted, Tx1 will still match the load. If Tx I 

is open or shorted, Tx2 will also match the load 

because the circuits are identical. Notice that the 

power in the load RL ( representing the antenna) is 

only half of the power from Txl because of the other 

50-Ohm resistor. This means that with this combiner, 

once one of the transmitters is out, the output power 

to the load is only a quarter of the full power. This 

result is the same as that of the hybrid or even the 

Wilkinson combiner. 
The Hybrid and the Egyptian Tee combiners are just 

a few of the many types of combining used in transmit-

ters and amplifiers. It is up to the design engineer to 

figure out which one will work best with their product. 

References: 
Ktytar hybrid couplers primer. https://bytarcom/ 

resources-3/applications/primers/hybrid-coupler-primer/ 
Mullaney J.H., Gureckis P. V., Colligan, F.S. How to 

combine Transmitter outputs in phase by use ofthe "Egyp-

tian tee" Combining Network. Multronics Inc. 

John L. Marcon, CBTE CBRE 8VSB Specialist, is the Chief 

Engineer for Victory Television Network (VIN) in Arkansas, with 
international experience in both Radio and Television Broadcast, 
and has an Elecironics Teaching background. 
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© 619.671.9500 NICOMUSA.COM Q. 

TRANSCOM CORPORATION 
Serving thé Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Visit Our Website — wvvw.fmamtv.com 
Send your e-mail requests to: transcom@fmamtv.com 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters & New Equipment 

AM - 

FM 
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Nautel J1000 
BE 1A 
GateAir DAX5 
GateAir DAX5 
Nautel ND10 
Harris DX10 
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Harris DX50 
Nautel XR50 
listings on our website. 
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Harris FM10 
BE 20T 
listings on our website. 

Radio Partes 1000 

luipment: 

chnology Plus-X ICRU 
• Burk Technology Plus-X IIU 

Please go to our website for updated listings. 
Retuning and testing available — call for quote! 

OMB STL systems for radio, complete 
with antenna and cable for under $5.000! 

PO Box 26744, Elkin 
800-441-8454 • 215-938-73 

s Park, PA 19027 
04 • Fax: 215-938-7361 
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 Group 

The most trusted Nautel 
dealer for 35 years 
Contact your local RF Specialties office 
for more information 

rfspecialties.com 111 1-1Be 

PII 

nautei 

Why do broadcasters 
love Bext antennas? 

Performance, 

Customer Service 

and Sturdiness, explained 

this way by a Bext customer 

"I love Bext Artennas. Its high-power TFC2IC‘ model is built 

Sc sturdy and seems virtually unbreakab!e. We trust those 

for our stations located in hurricane-prone areas" 

— DAVID HOXENG, ADX Communications, Pensacola, Florida 

* TFC 2K arrays can be rated up to 75 kW pourer handling. 

888 239 8462 

The MIN EFFICIENCY 
BROIDDIIM AIM 
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(877) HEBA-4-US (781) 275-1147 
www.worldwideantennasystems.com 

‘. ;Se« WORLD WIDE 
y ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

Approximately One Half the Cost of New 

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee 
Call for Your Quotation 

Phone: 530-662-7553 • Fax: 530-666-7760 
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 

www.econco.com 
1318 Commerce Ave, Woodland, CA 95776 
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Service Guide Radio Equipment Products and Services 

TRANSMITTING 

CAPACITORS 
MICA-VACUUM-CERAMIC 

(760) 438-4420 

LINK@SURCOM.COM 

AM-FM 
ipicegtliC ee Transmitters 

Pre-Owned Units 

40 Years of Service 

www.Besco-Int.com 
Ron Malany — Owner 

321-960-4001 • sales@Besco-Int.com 

TLM-2 TOWER LIGHT MONITOR 
Total Monitoring for Older Lighting Systems 

A microprocessor based system designed to monitor the 
status of FAA type A incandescent tower lights. 

• Individual alarms for photocell, flasher, beacon & marker. 

• Status outputs for lights on/off and beacon on/off. 

• LED indicators for each alarm and status output. 

• Opto-isolated fail-safe outputs for each alarm. 

• Easy setup — one button calibration. 

• Installs at the circuit breaker panel. 

• Available through broadcast distributors. 

FM Services 
www.towermonitorcom • 336-667-7091 

Doug Vernier 
Telecommunications Consultants 

▪ FCC Applications for AM, I Site Relocations 

FM, TV, DTV, LPTV, STL 

II Upgrade and Due 
Diligence Analysis 

Frequency Searches 

" II SI  , 01.04LINICL 

▪ Propagation Prediction 

with Custom Mapping 

• Demographic Analysis 

I Directional Antenna 
Design 

We use V-Soft Software 

w ww.v-soft.com consulting@v-soft.com 800-743-3684 
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Broadcast Signal Lab 

With humble origins as Cambridge Crystals and 

Cambridge Thermionic in the 1940's, Rick Levy 

purchased and expanded the enterprise in 1982. 

As Broadcast Signal Lab, BSL came to include onsite 

transmitter measurements and calibrations, coverage 

maps and surveys, annual and periodically required 

measurements. RF safety surveys and compliance 

assistance reports for inclusion with FCC filings, and 

off-air frequency measurement done from 

a NIST compliant laboratory. 

Calibrated test 
Equipment 

Rapid 
Response 

Insured 

45 Years 
Industry 

Experience 

BSL, LLC Broadcast Signal Lab, LLC 
P.O.Box 827 3 Jackson Park 

Gardner, MA 01440 
508-479-5278 cell 617-864-4298 office 
dpeabody@broadcastsignallab.com 

AT-ENGINEERS, M C. 

• Tower Grounding 

& Lightning Protection 

• Coverage Modeling & Maps 

• RF Exposure Studies 

• FCC Applications 

Call us to discuss your 

project needs. 

352-367-1725 
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•rwr 
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solutions 

A 
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Engineering 

Company 

«
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R.F. Conenunnenons Software 
md Engineering Consulttng 

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage 
maps, interference studies, and 
population reports with Probe 5TM 

• AM Pro 2", used daily by FCC 
engineers, performs skywave and 
groundwave allocation studies and 
AM coverage mapping 

www.V-Soft.com 

The Leader in Broadcast 
Engineering Software! 

•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and 
Part 101 microwave frequencies 
and generate PCN letters with 
Microwave Pro" 

•Map FM stations and find upgrade 
possibilities using FCC minimum 
separations and contour-to-contour 
methods with FMCommander" 

infoev-soft.com - 1-800-743-3684 
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Buy • Sell • Trade 

Your #1 Source for Quality Used Radio B roadcast Equipment 

View our latest list of equipment on-line at: 
om www.baycountry.c 

(Website Updated Daily) 

All equipment sold with a 15 day return 

Turn Your Excess Gear Iry 

Send your list to us and we will respond with 

We only buy good working equipment with trace 

Send Your List Today - sales@baycounty.com - 

Bay Country 
*BROAD( EQUIPMENT 

E-mail: sales@bay 
877-722-1031 (Toll 
7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimo 

guarantee. 

o Cash 

our offer promptly. 

able serial numbers. 
or- Fax 443-596-0212 

ountry.com 
Free) 443-596-0212 ( Fax) 
re, MD 21220 
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Two-In-One 
AM Mod Monitor & FIM 

by Ron Erickson 

When I say AM Modulation Monitor, do you see 

something like this? 

Good, excellent choice. lnovonics creates some of 
the best broadcast gear in the world. 

Now then, when I say Field Intensity Meter, do you 
see one of these? 

Again, excellent choice. We might say, this was the 
standard of the industry. 

Standby, my friends, to have your mind blown! Jim 
Wood at Schlockwood Labs has combined the AM Mod 
Monitor and AM Field Intensity Meter. 

' 
• • • • 

Meet The SW300: The Schlockwood 300 (SW300) 

is a compact, portable field strength meter and modula-
tion monitor for medium-wave, AM broadcast applica-
tions. It satisfies needs ranging from those of Part 15 
operators to commercial stations. 

The SW300 is supplied with the calibrated 
GoldringTM antenna and an AC mains power adapter. In 
the field it can easily borrow power from a car's lighter 

socket, or utilize any 8V to 24V general purpose backup 
battery pack. 

The photo below shows the loop antenna connected 
for FIM function. Great you say, but how good is it 
really? Let's just say that recently it was compared to a 
Potomac FIM and the little Schlockwood was "dead 

on." 

Features of the SW300: 
• Dynamic bargraph and peak-holding numerical 

readouts of off-air signal strength, channel noise floor, 
and positive and negative modulation peaks. 

• Front-panel alarm LEDs clearly define poor signal 
and over-modulation conditions. Rear-panel alarm "tal-

lies" may be wired to remote indicators or outboard 

alarm logic. 

r-
c 

Ezi  

Accurately generate time code with ESE's Master Clock via the 12-channel GPS 
receiver and output multiple types of Time Code, SMPTE-LTC/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, 
ASCII (RS-232 & USB), and an extremely accurate IPPS signai Further reliability with 
dual battery back-up, and new control panel software. ESE's NTP6 feature provides 
an NTP server compatible with the latest version of Internet Protocol, IPv6. You can 
also easily interface with new or existing computers, automation and dock systems. 

Visit www.ese-web.com for all your time synchronization needs. +1-310-322-2136 

www.ese-web.com 

• Easy and intuitive operation with jog wheel navi-

gation of LCD menus. 
• Defeatahle NRSC program de-emphasis and a 

variable-cutoff audio program output filter that can 

simulate real-world radio-listening conditions. 
• Compatible with power-saving MDCL transmis-

sion. 
• Rear-panel test jacks for external signal analyis 

with a ' scope or spectrum analyzer. 
User maintenance and/or modification is made easy 

by the use of thru-hole assembly and common, readily-
available generic components. 

Have yot. heard the name Jim Wood before? You 

should know 
CEO until Be 
pointment. Now partly retired, Jim formed Schlockwood 
Labs to build small numbers of highly useful broadcast 
equipment, all at excellent prices. His first offer was the 
model SW200, an LPAM Audio Processor. 

Originally designed for the Part 15 Hobby Broad-
caster, the unit were so good that I arranged for two full 
power stations o purchase them and they are still on the 
air. As good it is, the SW200 is now sold out. 

im well. He started Inovonics and was 

Barber assumed the distinguished ap-

OM, 

:..co LOAM Broadcast Agoloo Processor 

TOIMWOUM411 

é é 
PROC. DRIVE LOW ECI WON EC PEAK CTRL. COTPul 

The 2021 iiroduction run of SW200s has sold out. 
They normally make only one run a year, but because the 
last run sold out so fast, they are planning a second one. 
Look for availability in November, 2021. Jim went on to 
say that the S\300 is not a DX receiver, but rather needs 
a good solid A signal to give accurate measurements. 

The sales rice-point is not yet set, but if you're 
interested in o ning one, email me and I'll collect a list 
of interested prties. 

Ron Erickson may be reached at ronerickson@gmic.com 

Subscribe to Radio Guide 

If you enjoy what you see in this issue, and 

would like to receive a print copy of each 

issue in the mail, enter your subscription 

at www.radio-guide.com 

Remote Reboot of AC Powered Devices 

Stackley 
Devices 
LLC 

(609) 
647 
9677 

RemOutlet 
Reboot 
Mini 
$179 

Adjustable 
Power 

OFF Time 

www.RemOutlete.com 
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FINAL STAgE 
RADIO ROUNDUP 
The Radio Guide Event Register 

Email your dates and info to: radio@rconnectcorn 

AES Show - CANCELLED 
October 11-13, 2021 
Westgate Hotel, Las Vegas Nevada 
https://aesshow.com/vegas2021/ 

2021 NAB Show - CANCELLED 
October 9-13, 2021 
Las Vegas. Nevada 
www nabshow.com 

2021 NAB Radio Show - CANCELLED 
October 13-14, 2021 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
www radioshowweb.com 

Georgia Association of Broadcasters 
October 22-23, 2021 
Grand Hyatt Buckhead, Atlanta, GA 
https://gabcom.gab.org 

Midwest Broadcast & MultimediaTechrology Conf. 
November 17, 2021 
Columbus Convention Center — Columbus. Ohio 
http://www.mbmtc.oab.org 

CES 2022 
January 5-8, 2022 
Las Vegas Convention Center 
https://www.ces.tech 

Radio Guide Advertiser Info — September-October 2021 
Advertiser - Page 

Altronic - 28 
Angry Audio - 29 
Angry Audio - 48 
Arrakis - 15 
Bay Country - 44 
Besco - 44 
BEXT - 43 
Broadcast Bionics - 27 
Broadcast Devices - 3 
Broadcasters General Store - 
Broadcast Signal Lab - 44 
Broadcast Software Intl. - 17 
Broadcast Tools - 32, 47 
CircuitWerkes - 25 
Coaxial Dynamics - 26 
Deva - 41 
D&H Satellite - 36 
Econco Tubes - 43 
Enco - 37 
ESE - 46 
FM Services - 44 
Graham Studios - 47 
Henry Engineering - 2 
lnovonics - 1, 23 
Kintronic Labs - 39 
Lawo - 11 
Lightner Electronics - 45 

Website 

www.a'tronic.com 
www.angryaudio.com 
www.angryaudio.com 
www.arrakis-systems.com 
www.baycountry.com 
www.besco-int.com 
www.bext.com 
www.bionics.co.uk 
www.bfoadcast-devices.com 

33 www.bgs.cc 
www.broadcastsignallab.com 
www.bsiusa.com 
www.broadcasttools.com 
www.c:rcuitwerkes.com 
www.coaxial.com 
www.devabroadcast.com 
www.dhsatellite.com 
www.enco.com 
www.enco.com 
www.ese-web.com 
www.towermonitor.com 
www.graham-studios.com 
www.henryeng.com 
www.inovon.com 
www.kintronic.com 
www.lawo.com 
www.lightnerelectronics.com 

Advertiser - Page 

Logitek - 21 
Mega Industries / MCI - 39 
Nautel - 5 
Nicom - 42 
Owl Engineering - 47 
Phasetek - 47 
Progressive Concepts - 38 
PTEK - 24 
Propagation Systems (PSI) - 41 
Radio-Classifieds.com - 45 
RF Engineers - 19 
RF Specialties / Nautel - 43 
SCMS - 9 
Shively - 37 
Smarts Broadcast Systems - 13 
Stackley Devices - 46 
Studio Items - 30 
Surcom - 44 
Telos Axia - 35 
Telas Omnia - 31 
This Week in Radio Tech - 4 
Tieline - 7 
Titus Labs - 34 
Transcom - 42 
V-Soft Telcom Consulting - 44 
V-Soft Engineering Software - 44 
Worldwide Antenna Systems - 43 

Website 

von/w.logitekaudio.com 
www.mcibroadcast.com 
www.nautel.com 
www.nicomusa.com 
www.owleng.com 
www.phasetekinc.com 
www.progressive-concepts.com 
www.ptekpower.com 
www.psibroadcast.com 
www.radio-class fieds.corr 
www.rfengineers.com 
www.rfspecialties.com 
www.scmsinc.com 
www.shively.com 
www.smartsbroadcast.com 
www.stackleydevices.com 
www.studioitems.com 
www.SUrCOM.COM 
www.telosalliance.com 
www.telosalliance.com 
iivww.thisweekinradiotech.com 
www.tieline.com 
www.tituslabs.com 
www.fmamtv.com 
www.v-soft.com 
www.v-soft.com 
www.worldwideantennasyste-ns.com 

Smarter CP10 Conversion 

4511111 
Smart Relay 4 G2 Four Channel Smart GPIO Converter 
The Smart Relay 4 G2 provides four independent GPIO interfaces in one box, each 

equipped with two optically isolated inputs ; wet or dry) and a 2PDT relay output. It is perfect 
for converting logic levels to contact clorares, boolean functions, and pulse stretching 
(delays) from 50ms to 99 hours. 

Broadcast Tools Fs a Veteran Owned Busimass 
Designed Assembled and Suppoied 

VIA State JSA j 
BROADCAST 

tools 
PROBLEM SOLVED 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Communications Engineers 
5844 Harnline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126 

• AM!FM/NCE Applications 

• Allocation and Upgrade Studies 

• Pre-Purchase Inspections 

• ANSI and NRSC Measurements 

651-784-7445 
• Tower Detuning 

• Intermodulation Studies 

• Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements 

• AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proo7 using Method of Moments 

Fax (651) 784-7541 E-mail: inf@owleng.com 'Member AFCCE" 

PHASETEK INC. 
Custom Phasing Systems 

Phasetek, Inc. is dedicated to provide 

the broadcast industry high quality 

AM Phasing and Branching systems, 

Antenna Tun ng units, Multiplexers, 

and RF components. 

Phone: 215-536-6648 

sales@phasetekinc.com 
www.phasetekinc.com 

IS- 222-3556 
www.iwpporlroclio.rarn 

GRAHAM STUDIOS 
Broadcast Furniture 

866-481-6696 1 www.graham-studios.com 
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Break Out 

111•111•111131111111111 111K 

: ttelibilkOittalteelkette 

New from StudioHub! Meet the XLR Breakout Panel. Sixteen XLR connectors 
up front and a combination of RJ45 and DB-25 connectors around back. 
Use for microphones, mono or stereo analog lines, or AES/EBU. Featuring 
premium components and a compact 1RU powder-coated steel chassis 
that fully encloses the circuitry. No exposed circuit boards. Four different 
combinations of male/female connectors are available. Only $295 ( MSRP). 

Adapters 

Audio over CAT-5. StudioHub is 
the original broadcast adapter. patch cables. 

Cables 

Premium shielded CAT-5 

Hubs & Patch Panels 

Breakout boxes, patch panels 
and punch blocks. 

Power over CAT-5 

Exclusive power injection 
system enables CAT-5 cables to 
deliver audio plus power. 

Matchiacks 

Audio balancers, converters 
and accessories. 

Panels 

Headphone amps, mic 
preamps, buttons and jacks. 
There's a panel for everything. 

Dongles, Splitters, 
& Couplers 

DSUB to Rj45 converters, level 
pads, splitters and more. 

Distribution Amps 

Analog and digital distribution 
amplifiers. 

Mounts 

Put your panels in their place 
with our bezels and mounting 
systems. 

© 2021 Angry Audio LLC 
e www.studiohub.com Studio 




